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Mr. Dilip D. Khatau founded The Corbett Foundation, a non-profit non-

governmental organisation, in 1994. The Corbett Foundation (TCF) is fully 

dedicated to the cause of wildlife conservation, environmental awareness, 

community outreach, tribal welfare, vocational training and sustainable 

development. From a small beginning in 1994, TCF has over the years grown into 

one of the foremost NGOs in India in the field of wildlife conservation and 

working in Corbett, Kanha and Bandhavgarh tiger reserves and around the 

Greater Rann of Kutch.  

The Corbett Foundation is registered under the Delhi Public Trust Act and 

Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 1976. Donations to The Corbett 

Foundation are tax-exempt u/s 80-G of the Income Tax Act, 1961. 

  

  OUR ORGANISATION 

Sustainable Development Programme Livelihoods Programme 

Wildlife Awareness Programme Wildlife Conservation Programme 

Health Awareness Programme Veterinary Programme 
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Corbett - the name itself brings back memories of my 

childhood when as a young boy sitting quietly on a 

machan with my father, I eagerly awaited the sound of 

drums which would mean that the hakka had started. 

The next half-an-hour would tell what the jungle held. 

May be a sambar, may be a tiger, or may be nothing! 

But just the anticipation, the excitement of getting a 

fleeting glimpse of any animal was enough to make my 

hair stand on end.  

In my case, the seeds of interest were sown early and the love for the wild flourished as 

the years went by. During my teens, having read all that Jim Corbett or Kenneth 

Anderson had to say about the jungles of India, I spent every holiday visiting the various 

forested areas of India. There were very few sanctuaries in those days and hunting was 

a very popular sport. Gradually, I got interested in shooting and learnt jungle lore from 

Jamshed, the shikari who showed me my first tiger on foot; Deva, a tribal who taught 

me the art of snaring small game; Kuvera, the tracker from whom I learnt to skin an 

animal and many more - M.V. Bobjee, Jimmy Wankaner, R.K. Parlakimidi - all great 

hunters at that time, were my mentors and I owe them a lot for not only the knowledge 

they passed on but also for the days spent in their company in the jungles.  

The passion for the outdoors and nature grew to an extent that I started avoiding going 

back to the city. Finally, it was in the summer of 1960 that with my two closest friends, 

Sam and Bhupi, I came to Corbett for the first time.  

It was love at first sight. The old forest bungalow at Dhikala, on the banks of the 

Ramganga, was delightfully deserted. We stayed for a week and met no other visitors. 

We did not see a tiger, but that did not matter. The forests were beautiful and tranquil. 

Out of all the jungles I had been to, Corbett with its chaurs, streams, riverine forests, sal 

trees and greenery was nature at its best! The vivid memories of those youthful carefree 

days will always remain.  

I spent almost twenty years abroad in Africa and Southeast Asia, taking every 

opportunity to see wildlife and nature reserves in those places. On my return to India, I 

found a lot had changed. Gone were the forests I once roamed and with that were gone 

the animals I loved. Only small pockets of forests called reserves, sanctuaries and 

national parks. Project Tiger had been launched when everyone realized the state of 

wildlife had deteriorated all over India. Indiscriminate felling of trees and cutting of 

forests had left no sanctuary for the animals. Conflict between man and animal had 
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increased and of course, the animal had lost out on all counts. Human population had 

exploded!  

I came back to Corbett in 1985. Much had changed but the jungles seemed preserved. A 

dam had been built in Kalagarh, many known areas were underwater, but the charm 

was still there. I again did not see a tiger but there were many more herds of elephants 

around Dhikala, Bijrani, Malani and other places. Shooting blocks which were familiar to 

me were now included in the area of the Corbett National Park. The thick cover and 

abundance of the game convinced me that this was still an ideal tiger country.  

By now I was completely converted into a conservationist, especially after seeing the 

success of game parks in Africa. I had given up shooting and the youthful desire had now 

to be put to an end. I had to put my knowledge and experience of nature, wildlife and 

forests to better use for posterity. What little was left had to be conserved and thus was 

The Corbett Foundation born. 

It gives me immense pleasure in presenting the Foundation’s Annual Report of 2011-

2012. Over the years, the Foundation has grown from a small office in Corbett to its 

offices in other areas like Kutch, Bandhavgarh and Kanha, with a branch to be started in 

Kaziranga soon. We have an extremely dedicated team of professionals in the fields of 

wildlife conservation, medicine, veterinary care and social work. The team works 

tirelessly to achieve the objectives of the Foundation. 

I must take this opportunity in expressing my deepest gratitude to all the organisations 

and individuals for their generous support to the Foundation’s programmes and 

activities.  

The Foundation with its broad vision aspires to take up more such projects under its 

programme heads - wildlife conservation, environmental awareness, rural medical 

outreach programme, veterinary and cattle development, vocational training and 

sustainable development. And I look forward to receiving support and encouragement 

from all of you in future as well. 

 

 

Dilip Khatau 
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The Khatau Business House was among the pioneers of the textile industry in India way 

back in 1874 and cement industry in 1920. Being the leader in the manufacturing of 

various varieties of saris, the famous voile sari was at one time synonymous with the 

name “Khatau”. 

As the scion of the 4th generation of the powerful Khatau Business House, Mr. Dilip D. 

Khatau was instrumental in venturing overseas to East Africa and South East Asia in 

1964. Eventually, in 1990s, the Dilip Khatau Group further diversified extensively in India 

into the production of footwear, cement, power cables, chemicals and shipping. Since 

1994, the Group concentrated on shipping, tourism and wildlife conservation. 

 

An ardent wildlife lover since his childhood, Mr. Khatau’s passion took him to many 

wilderness areas such as Corbett National Park in India. During his 15 years of stay in 

Kenya, and later in South East Asia, his passion for wildlife hunting turned to serious 

wildlife protection and nature conservation. He later became an active member of the 

East African Wildlife Society. He was highly impressed by the way wildlife tourism had 

proliferated and gained popularity in Africa which had not taken off in India then. He 

dreamt of similar ventures in India where tourists can enjoy being in the wild, and at the 

same time, relax in the luxury and comfort of home. This dream he turned into a reality 

in 1991 by starting an eco-friendly wildlife resort in Corbett, initially known as Tiger Tops 

Corbett Lodge now named as Infinity Corbett Wilderness! 

In recognition of his vast experience in both hospitality industry and wildlife 

conservation, Mr. Khatau was invited to be on the Board of Uttar Pradesh Tourism 

Development Corporation and as a Member of the National Board for Wildlife.  

Eventually, the Group expanded its operations to the semi arid and unique landscape of 

Kutch, Gujarat. Thus, Infinity Rann of Kutch resort was established in 2008.The property 

with its elegant tented cottages is like an oasis in the desert! In October 2009, the 

group’s third resort, Infinity Bandhavgarh Wilderness, situated along the periphery of 

the famous Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh, was opened. Infinity 

Bandhavgarh Wilderness is set amidst thick bamboo groves and natural vegetation. 

Infinity Kanha Wilderness, situated close to Kanha Tiger Reserve, was opened in April 

2011. The luxurious resort boasts of huge Mahua, Terminalia and Kusum trees that 

attract more than 75 species of birds in the campus itself! In 2012, the Group has 

launched its fifth luxurious wildlife resort near Kaziranga National Park in Assam. The 

resort has a natural lake, a dense bamboo grove and large number of trees that attract 

many species of resident and migratory birds within the campus. 

The Corbett Foundation (TCF), established in 1994, is a brain-child of Mr. Khatau. This 

Foundation is a testimony to his passion and heartfelt interest in the preservation of our 
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natural heritage. With its mandate to preserve wildlife and nature with the involvement 

of the local communities, great work has been done at the grassroots-level work in and 

around Corbett, Bandhavgarh and Kanha Tiger Reserves and also in Kutch.  

 

The Foundation’s programmes are mainly in the areas of wildlife conservation, 

environmental awareness, community outreach, veterinary services, watershed 

management and sustainable eco-development. Many of these programmes have been 

made possible due to the unstinted support from Conservation Corporation of India Pvt. 

Ltd. (CCIPL) and other donors such as WWF India, US Fish & Wildlife Foundation, 

Mumbai Gow Rakshak Trust, Millichope Foundation and many others. A Centre on 

Global Warming was established in Corbett to raise public awareness about the 

environmental issues related to global warming and climate change. 

In conclusion, CCIPL and TCF are actually two sides of the same coin – the former 

complements and provides synergy to the latter. CCIPL strongly believes that 

conservation can only be achieved by involving the local stakeholders, providing them 

with employment opportunities and finally to lead a sustainable and harmonious 

lifestyle with nature. 

 That’s why we say – conservation is our business! 
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The Corbett Foundation is honoured to be associated and working under the able 

guidance and leadership of its Board of Trustees. The Board comprises of individuals 

with immense experience in the nature of programmes and projects undertaken by TCF. 

Mr. Dilip D. Khatau, Chairman 

Chairman, Conservation Corporation of India Pvt. Ltd. 

Mrs. Rina D. Khatau, Co-Chair 

Director and Vice Chairman, Conservation Corporation of India Pvt. Ltd. 

Mr. B. K. Goswami, IAS (Retd.) 

Ex-Secretary, Government of India 

Dr. M. K. Ranjitsingh, IAS (Retd.) 

Ex-Secretary, Government of India 

Mr. Nirmal Ghosh 

Former member of the steering Committee of Project Elephant and Thailand 

Correspondent of The Straits Times 

Mr. Sam Mistry 

Director, Adventure Lodges Pvt. Ltd. 

Mr. Sharad Sanghi 

Chairman, Sanghi Brothers Ltd. 

Mr. Akshobh Singh 

Vice Chairman, Central Himalayan Environment Association and Ex-Member, WWF-

India, Uttar Pradesh State Committee 

Mr. Darius E. Udwadia 

Solicitor, Udwadia & Udeshi, Mumbai 

Mr.  Gautam Mangalagiri 

Managing Partner, Husain Gautam Associates 

Mr. Laxmikumar N. Goculdas 

Director, Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Co. Ltd. 

Dr. Divyabhanusinh Chavda 

President, WWF-India & Member, Cat Specialist Group, Species Survival Commission, 

IUCN  

  THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
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 To preserve, protect and conserve the unique 

ecosystems of Corbett country in the foothills of the 

Himalaya in the Kumaon and Garhwal hills of 

Uttarakhand. 

 To restore the natural harmony between human beings 

and the surrounding flora and fauna in the natural 

environment. 

 To restore the ancient simple culture of the hill folks of 

Kumaon and Garhwal regions, and the Baiga and Gond 

tribes of Central India. 

 To preserve and restore the places which Jim Corbett 

visited and lived in. 

 To create awareness of the importance of preservation 

of the Corbett country for posterity and to appreciate 

the co-existence of man and animals in their natural 

environment. 

 Financing wildlife research projects that are totally 

result-oriented. 

 Focusing the State and Central governments’ attention 

on specific conservation issues. 

 Raising funds to support the above objectives. 

 To preserve, conserve, protect and restore the unique 

ecosystems and to do all other activities as mentioned 

above, anywhere in India and abroad. 

  OBJECTIVES 
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The Corbett Foundation (TCF) began its operations in 1994 in village Dhikuli, around 7 km from 

Ramnagar, at the outskirts of the world famous Corbett Tiger Reserve (CTR). A strategy was evolved to 

support the park authorities in protection activities outside and in the buffer areas of the park, where 

the support of the local communities for conservation was crucial. The surveys were undertaken in 

around 50 villages and the local people were encouraged to list their requirements and the problems 

faced by them.  

 

The three major issues identified by TCF team were - damage 

to the livestock of the villagers by tigers and leopards, crop 

raiding by wild herbivores like elephants, deer and wild boars 

and the lack of medical facilities for the villagers. With 

sufficient data in hand and an extremely dedicated team, TCF 

initiated work in 50 villages around CTR. CTR being a vast 

area of around 1288 sq km, the need was felt to reach out to 

more number of villages in the North Zone (NZ) of the park. 

Thus, TCF started its operations in around 50 villages situated 

in the NZ as well. An important aspect to win over the trust 

of the local people was to provide them with basic primary 

health care facilities. To start with, TCF provided a small 

medical kit to each village along with a Hindi version of a 

useful book called ‘Where There Is No Doctor’. This 

programme is dealt with greater details in the subsequent sections of this report. 

Subsequently, in 2009, TCF set up another office in village Rathuadhab, along the 

northern periphery of CTR near Kanda. 

  CORBETT 
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WWIILLDDLLIIFFEE  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

  
Interim Relief Scheme 

The Corbett Tiger Reserve (CTR), located in the foothills of the Himalayas, acts 

as a significant conservation unit under the Project Tiger Scheme of the 

Government of India for the conservation of tiger. The major conflict between 

park authorities and the people in this area originates from loss of livestock to 

wild predators and crop damage from wild herbivores. The problem of human-

wildlife conflict is the most challenging threat for the conservation of tigers in 

this human dominated landscape. Although the forest department has a policy 

of compensation for the loss of livestock, the low rates of compensation and 

the long procedural delays in disbursement, often dissuade the locals from 

claiming the same. Simmering resentment among local populations in such 

circumstances has often resulted in retaliatory measures such as poisoning of 

the carcass to kill the carnivore responsible for livestock depredation. 

With the objective of alleviating this conflict situation, TCF launched the “Cattle 

Compensation Scheme” in 1995 to give ex-gratia financial assistance to the 

owners of the cattle killed by a tiger or a leopard in and around the buffer zone 

of CTR. WWF-India has been a partner in this scheme since 1997. The scheme 

was eventually renamed as the Interim Relief Scheme (IRS). Information about 

this scheme has spread to all the villages around CTR and reporting of cattle 

kills is nearly 100%. This scheme has been instrumental in reducing the 

antagonism of locals to a great extent. 

 

 

The area covered under the Interim Relief Scheme project as marked on the Google image of CTR 
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During the financial year 2011-12, TCF inspected 901 cases of livestock 

depredation by tigers and leopards in and around the CTR (Table 1). An 

expenditure of Rs. 1,554,039/- was incurred in paying interim relief to all the 

above-mentioned cases. The number of livestock depredation varies seasonally 

(Fig 1). There were more incidents of livestock depredation during the 

monsoon season, i.e, July (117), August (112), September (97) and October 

(132) than other months. Fewer incidents of livestock depredation were 

recorded in the months of January (31), February (38) and March (27). 

Table 1: Details of Livestock depredation by tigers & leopards during 2011-12 

 

Month 
  
  

South Zone North Zone Total 
  
  

Expenditure 
  
  

Tiger Leopard Tiger Leopard 

Kill Injury Kill Injury Kill Injury Kill Injury 

Apr-11 23 5 10 0 0 0 10 0 48 87,351 

May-11 42 3 23 5 0 0 12 0 85 142996 

June-11 44 4 8 1 0 0 15 0 72 123490 

July-11 74 13 14 3 0 0 13 0 117 208530 

Aug-11 87 12 5 0 1 0 7 0 112 205943 

Sep-11 52 13 11 2 0 0 19 0 97 157764 

Oct-11 64 29 16 4 4 0 15 0 132 225537 

Nov-11 39 10 14 4 3 0 6 0 76 136023 

Dec-11 24 8 17 0 1 0 16 0 66 101081 

Jan-12 10 4 5 2 2 0 8 0 31 52793 

Feb-12 16 6 7 0 1 0 8 0 38 61054 

Mar-12 10 0 5 1 0 0 11 0 27 51477 

Total 485 107 135 22 12 0 140 0 901 1,554,039 

           

 

Fig 1: Monthly variation of livestock depredation during 2011-12 
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Human-Wildlife Conflict in the Buffer Zone of CTR 

Human-wildlife conflict is a serious threat to the conservation of endangered 

species such as tigers, and contributes to a large extent for the disappearance 

of these great cats from a larger part of its former range. Injuries to human 

beings by wild animals like tigers, leopards, elephants and bears, sometimes 

leading to deaths, add to the human-wildlife conflict and often aggravate the 

situation at the grassroots level. TCF treats the problem at par with conflicts 

arising out of livestock depredation and has been responding to reports of such 

accidents with promptness providing immediate effective monitory assistance 

and medical treatment of the injured. 

Compensation to victims of tiger attacks 

During the fiscal year, five 

incidents of human mauling were 

recorded in and around the CTR. 

TCF paid a total of Rs. 13,000 as 

interim relief for medical 

treatment in the five injury cases. 

Apart from this, one of the 

victims received a donation of 

Rs.15,000 from Virat Industries 

through TCF. 

    

 

Table 2: Details of Interim Relief provided by TCF to villagers injured by tigers & leopards during 2011-12 

Month Person 

injured 

Person 

killed 

Species 

involved 

Interim 

Relief 

Village Forest 

Division* 

April 2011 1 0 Tiger 1000 Tera RFD 

April 2011 1 0 Tiger 2000 Tera RFD 

April 2011 1 0 Tiger 20000 Tera RFD 

March 2012 1 0 Tiger 2500 Kumbhgadar  TWFD 

March 2012 1 0 Tiger 2500 Kumbhgadar  TWFD 

*RFD= Ramnagar Forest Division, TWFD= Terai West Forest Division 

TCF staff handing over interim relief to the victims of tiger attacks 
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Waterfowl Census 

CTR is listed as an Important Bird 

Area (IBA) in the A1 category by 

BirdLife International. With the 

onset of winter, several 

migratory waterfowl start 

arriving at the water bodies in 

and around the CTR. TCF has 

been carrying out waterfowl 

census at three reservoirs near 

CTR such as Tumariya, Haripura 

and Baur for the last one decade. 

This data is shared with the Bombay Natural History Society (BNHS) and 

Wetlands International as part of the Asian Waterfowl Census. The team 

conducts the census on a fortnightly basis from when migratory birds start 

arriving at the sites around October-November, and continues till the birds 

leave around March-April. This year (2011-12), the first waterfowl census was 

conducted on November 16th, 2011 and the last census was conducted on April 

12th, 2012. In total, all three sites were monitored 15 times. 

Spotting of rare birds 

The team from TCF was rewarded in the third week of November by reports 

from residents of Ramnagar of the sighting of a solitary large grey bird at the 

Kosi Barrage among the other common birds like the Little Egret, Little 

Cormorant, Great Cormorant and other common winter visitors such as the 

Ruddy Shelducks. The bird was identified as the Greylag Goose. The solitary 

goose was observed at the barrage over several days, after which it flew off. 

 

TCF team conducting waterfowl census at Tumariya Reservoir 

Greylag Goose above among the flock of Brahminy Ducks 
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On December 01, 2011, a solitary Bean Goose (Anser fabalis) was sighted by 

our team during the annual water-fowl census at Tumariya Reservoir. The bird 

was observed among a mixed flock of Bar-Headed Goose and Ruddy Shelducks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bean Goose is a strongly migratory bird breeding in the high Arctic regions 

whose range usually does not extend to India. The sighting by the TCF team is 

the third conclusive sighting of the Bean Goose from the country, and the first 

record from the state of Uttarakhand. The Bean Goose has its wintering ground 

in temperate and sub-tropical regions such as China, Japan, Europe, and so on. 

Although it was reported in India in 1921, that sighting was later disputed and 

the species was removed from the Indian list of birds. It was only in 2003 that 

the first convincing record of the Bean Goose was reported by a group of 

birdwatchers in Harike, Punjab, who saw a solitary Bean Goose among a flock 

of Greylag Goose. Since then, there has been only one other record of a 

solitary Bean Goose sighting in Assam in 2007. Corbett is a haven for birds and 

has a large number of winter visitors. Such records of rare waterfowl sightings 

go further in establishing the rich bird diversity of this landscape. 

TCF identified the solitary bird as belonging to the Tundra group of the Bean 

Goose in consultation with members of the Goose Specialist Group of Wetland 

International and IUCN - Species Survival Commission. The bird was not seen 

on any subsequent visits to the wetland. It was concluded that the bird had 

probably got mixed up with the other birds and had migrated with them. The 

sighting of this rare bird was widely reported in the national and international 

media.  

TCF has also compiled a technical report on the annual water bird survey 

carried out over the last three years at the three wetlands located in the 

Bean Goose encircled above among the flock of Ruddy Shelducks and Bar-headed Geese 
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Corbett landscape. The report has been submitted to the Uttarakhand State 

Forest Department. This report is available on TCF website for download. 

Cattle Vaccination Camps in Gujjar Settlements 

Cattle vaccination camps were organized by TCF in association with CTR and 

Animal Husbandry Department, Ramnagar, to protect the villagers’ cattle 

against various diseases. The camps were organized in Pattharkunwa, 

Gullarghatti, Kalusaiyyad, Phanto, Murgabhoj, Nabigarh Khatta, Nabigarh 

Theeri, Belghatti Khatta, Hathidangar Khatta, Dhela Barrage Khatta, 

Kumbhgadar Khatta, Ampokhra Gujjar Khatta and Arjun Nala Khatta.  

Approximately, 6380 animals including cows, bullocks, buffaloes and goats 

were vaccinated for the Foot and Mouth disease in Gujjar settlements. 

Additionally, around 480 animals were treated with de-worming medicines in 

the above-mentioned settlements. TCF collaborated with CTR management in 

carrying out this vaccination programme as these diseases often spread to wild 

herbivores from the affected domestic animals. 

    

  

Livestock Vaccination Camps at Gujjar settlements 
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EENNVVIIRROONNMMEENNTT  AAWWAARREENNEESSSS  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

The Corbett Foundation organizes workshops and meetings from time to time 

to create awareness among the people and to discuss issues of importance 

with the stakeholders. During the year 2011-2012, TCF organized the following 

workshops and meetings in CTR. 

Teachers' Environmental Leadership Workshop: TCF organized a day long 

"Teachers Environmental Leadership Workshop" for teachers of local schools 

located in the Corbett landscape in November 2011. The workshop was 

attended by around 35 teachers from 21 local schools. The SDO, Ramnagar 

Forest Division & DFO, Terai West, also attended the workshop and conducted 

sessions. 

 

   

Awareness workshops: TCF organised several awareness workshops in the 

fiscal year 2011-2012 in different schools to cover the topics of environment 

and wildlife – not taught very commonly in schools. 

An educational workshop was arranged on the request of the Principal, Army 

School, Hempur. A total of 125 students and 5 teachers attended this 

workshop which explained the objectives of TCF, its branches in different 

states, and included a tour of the Center for Global Warming (CGW) inside the 

campus. 

Similarly, a PowerPoint presentation on 

forests and endangered animals was 

made on the request of the Principal, 

BDJM School, Dhikuli, to the students of 

classes VII and VIII. A total of 40 students 

attended this lecture and learnt about 

wildlife crimes and problems with 

endangered animals.  

Environmental Leadership Workshop in progress 

Awareness Programme in a school 
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Freedom walk for tigers: On May 14th, CEE4life and TCF jointly organized a 

freedom walk for tigers in the city of Ramnagar. The basic objective of this walk 

was to sensitize people towards the need to live in harmony with nature and 

protecting its wild inhabitants, especially the tiger, from becoming extinct.  

The walk started from Amdanda Gate of Bijrani zone of CTR, and completed at 

the office of TCF in Dhikuli. Around 60 participants from different parts of India 

and abroad walked nearly eight kilometers for the cause. TCF, besides 

participation, provided an ambulance with a doctor and drinking water for the 

participants. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Testing water for fluorides: 

A two-day workshop on 

testing water for fluorides 

was organized by TCF in 

collaboration with the 

“School Portal on Water 

Quality Testing Programme” 

on March 14th and 15th, 

2012. On the first day of the 

programme, a presentation 

was shown to the students 

of Gaujani School (classes VI to IX) about fluorides, its role, and adverse effects 

on human body if ingested more than required. The presentation also included 

a toothpaste commercial to demonstrate the role of fluorides. A practical 

lesson in water testing was organized in which the students tested 30 water 

samples and were delighted to find the amount of fluoride within the required 

limits.  

    

 

Freedom Walk for Tigers in Corbett 

Fluoride testing programme in a school 
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Plantation Activities: TCF distributed saplings in selected villages located in the 

periphery of the CTR during the last week of July 2011. The plants were 

distributed during the local festival of Harela which symbolizes greenery and 

prosperity. In 2010-11 too TCF had distributed plants on the occasion of Harela 

and an encouraging 75% of the plantation has survived! This year TCF 

distributed 725 saplings of fodder species like bheemal, sirus, kachnar and 

bamboo in 7 villages with the hope that in the future, these plants along with 

other plantation activities will help in reducing the villagers’ dependency on 

the forest resources.  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kids for Tiger programme: The “Kids for Tiger” (KFT) programme was launched 

by Sanctuary Asia in the year 2000 as an environment education and 

awareness programme for schools across India. The programme aims to bring 

out the vital connection between the survival of the tiger and the ecological 

security of the Indian subcontinent.  KFT seeks to increase awareness among 

the children about India’s biodiversity and sensitize them to the fact that 

saving tigers and their forests will also secure our water supply and help save 

ourselves. TCF partnered with Sanctuary Asia for this programme in the 

outskirts of CTR, and covered more than 25 schools and 7,500. Some of the 

activities were: 

Nature Trails: Apart from the bookish knowledge, the kids need to have 

a practical experience of the forest and the life that exists in it. For this 

reason, TCF in collaboration with KFT, organized nature walks for more 

than 25 local schools in November, December and January. It allowed 

them to explore the sublime beauty of the forest and ponder over its 

place in our lives. About 42 students and 21 teachers participated in the 

walks. During the walks, kids came across a number of avian fauna like 

Plum-headed Parakeet, Rose-ringed Parakeet, Indian Peafowl, Red 

Junglefowl, Himalayan Flameback, Greater Flameback, Grey Bushchat, 

Indian Pond Heron, White Wagtail, Marsh Sandpiper, Common 

Sandpiper, and many other species. Out of these, five students were 

Saplings distribution during Harela festival  
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selected for a regional nature camp on the basis of their performance, 

knowledge and interest in nature and wildlife. 

    

Regional camp: TCF organized a one-day regional camp for these five 

selected students. A safari ride was organized for the students along the 

Bijrani Range of CTR. The ride started from Amdanda gate and the 

students were taken along many forest routes that day.  

Then they were briefed 

about bird watching and 

trekking etiquette by the TCF 

team. The group 

encountered several birds 

including Red-vented Bulbul, 

Himalayan Bulbul, Pied 

Bushchat, Indian Peafowl, 

Common Stonechat and 

Plum Headed Parakeet, alongwith a number of mammal species like 

cheetal, sambar, barking deer and so on. Along with these magnificent 

fauna, the kids were also fortunate to see an herd of elephants and a 

tiger. The students also performed an on-the-spot-skit based on 

environment and wildlife conservation at the end of the camp. The 

lunch session was preceded by a 20-minute health awareness workshop 

conducted by Dr. K. K. Yadav to provide basic healthcare guidelines to 

the young students.  

    

Kids for Tigers Nature Trail 

Safari ride during Kids for Tigers Nature Camp 
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From among the participants, Waqar Ahmad from Government Inter 

College, Ramnagar, was selected to attend a national camp organized by 

KFT in Pench Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh. Students, teachers and 

coordinators from 6 cities participated in the event. The group stayed at 

the Kalmajhiri beat. The participants were addressed by the Range 

Officer Mr. B. P. Tewari about park management and its flora and fauna. 

The kids were also fortunate to hear a talk by Mr. Alok Kumar Singh, 

Field Director, Pench, MP, on the management of the park. He was 

amazed by the enthusiasm and curiosity shown by the kids.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tiger Fest 2012: TCF  organized a Tiger Fest on February 02, 2012, which is 

celebrated as the World Wetlands Day. The students from 26 Schools 

participated actively in all the programmes and competed for prizes. The 

programme for the day included a debate competition, a banner-painting 

competition and a nukkad natak (street play). There was also a face-painting 

event which expectedly generated a lot of excitement! The morning session 

was dedicated to the wetlands and their importance and conservation, while 

the evening session dealt with "Challenges in Wildlife Conservation".  

This event was attended by Mr. J. S. Hiyanki (DEO Nainital), Mr. R.K. Mishra 

(FD-CTR), Mr. C.K. Kavidayal (DD-CTR), Mr. P.S. Shrivastava (DFO-Ramnagar), 

Mr. U.C. Tewari (SDO-CTR), Mr. R.K. Tiwari (SDO-Ramnagar), Mr. R. K. 

Vashishta (SDO-Terai West Forest Division), Mr. Upadhyay (RO- Research Wing, 

CTR), Mr. Pramod Kumar (CO-Ramnagar), Dr. B. M. Pandey (History Teacher, 

PNG degree college,Ramnagar) and Mr. Adhir Kumar (Hindi teacher (PNG 

Kids for Tigers National Camp in Pench Tiger Reserve 
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Degree College, Ramnagar). The event was very successful and the participants 

showed a lot of enthusiasm and interest.  

    

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Postcard campaign: TCF organized a post-card campaign with students of class 

VI to X from the schools around 

CTR. Blank post-cards were 

distributed in 27 local schools 

and the children were asked to 

draw or write any message they 

wanted to send to anyone in the 

Government of India, such as 

the Environment Minister, Chief 

Minister and even the Prime 

Minister. The children surprised 

us with their innovative thinking and creative potential. More than 2000 post-

cards were collected from 27 schools and handed over to the KFT for onward 

submission to the concerned ministers. 

Various programmes organised during the Tiger Fest 

A postcard done by one of the students 
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 Scroll Campaign: TCF organized a banner designing activity as part of the KFT 

programme. Banners (size 3 x 6 ft), paints and brushes were distributed to 27 

local schools around CTR and the children (of Stds. VI to X) were given the 

themes of wildlife and environment conservation. The banners were displayed 

at the annual Tiger Fest conducted in February. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special Events 

Wildlife Week: TCF launched the 

Wildlife Week (October 01st to 07th) 

by organizing a painting competition 

for school kids at CTR campus, 

Ramnagar. There were a total of 57 

participants from various schools and 

the winners were selected by a jury 

comprising forest department 

officials, teachers and an expert 

artist. TCF also organized a wildlife quiz on the last day of the Wildlife Week. 

There were 50 participants from 25 schools who were selected based on the 

month long activities in the schools in September. Based on this pre-screening, 

six teams, each comprising two students, were selected for the final quiz 

competition. Teams from Government Higher Secondary School, Kyari, 

Scrolls prepared by the schools  

Painting Competition during the Wildlife Week 
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Saraswati Vidya Mandir School, Chhoi and Gyan Prakash Inter College, 

Dhamola, secured first, second and third places, respectively. TCF will provide 

monthly fellowships to the winners for the next five years till they complete 

their higher secondary level. Teams securing second and third place were also 

awarded by TCF. 

World Environment Day: World Environment Day (WED) which falls on June 5 

was celebrated by TCF in the village of Kunkhet with school students and 

villagers. A meeting was organized where they were told about the background 

of WED, and introduced to the theme of 2011 - “Forests: Nature at Your 

Service”. The topics covered included environmental threats, greenhouse 

gases, global warming, climate change, forest services, non-biodegradable 

wastes and environmental pollution. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jim Corbett’s birth anniversary celebration: On July 25, TCF, in collaboration 

with the Gram Vikas Samiti of Chhoti 

Haldwani, organized an educational trip 

of 17 students from four schools to the 

Corbett Museum located at Kaladhungi. 

Prior to this, a talk on the life of Jim 

Corbett was given in these schools 

followed by question and answer 

sessions. Based on the performance in 

the open quiz, students were selected 

for this educational trip. During the trip students got an opportunity to know 

more about the life of Jim Corbett and the pioneering work done by him. 

Students also visited the village Chhoti Haldwani established by Jim Corbett, 

and interacted with the villagers to learn more about the great man.  

World Environment Day programme 

Jim Corbett’s birth anniversary celebration 
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Corbett Platinum Jubilee celebrations: On August 08th, Corbett National Park 

(CNP) completed 75 years of its existence. To mark this seminal milestone, the 

CTR administration organized Platinum Jubilee celebrations in the Nagar Palika 

Auditorium, Ramnagar, in which the Chief Minister of the State, Shri Ramesh 

Pokhriyal “Nishak” was invited as the Chief Guest.  

Earlier in the year, to commemorate the occasion, the CTR management in 

collaboration with TCF organized excursions for students to Dhikala Tourist 

Zone of CTR. More than 700 students from various schools participated. On 

this occasion, two students, Dharmendra Singh Bisht from G.I.C, Choi, and 

Chetna Masai from G.P.I.C, Dhamola, were invited to share their experiences 

about their trip to the park. Later, the Hon. Chief Minister and the Hon. Forest 

Minister awarded Rs. 1000 each to these students. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Visit of Forest Department staff: On November 15th, around 30 staff members 

of the CTR undergoing training at the Kalagarh Training Centre visited TCF 

office at Dhikuli. The group was escorted through the Centre on Global 

Warming (CGW) by TCF and then briefed about TCF and its various projects. 

The forest department staff was very keenly interested in our projects and 

activities and expressed their gratitude towards TCF staff for organising a 

guided visit to the CGW. 

Visit of Panthera group: On November 19th, Panthera – a well known 

international conservation organisation – organized its 5th annual “Tigers 

Forever” meeting at Infinity Resorts, Dhikuli. This meeting was a part of the 

tiger conservation work being carried out by Panthera around the world to 

assess the progress towards achieving tiger and prey increase in key landscapes 

across the tigers’ range. The workshop was attended by Dr. George Schaller, 

Dr. Alan Rabinowitz, Dr. Ullas Karanth, Ms. Prerna Bindra, and various other 

members of Panthera and Wildlife Conservation Society. On November 17th, 

TCF organized a nature walk for some members of the Panthera group who 

had come to attend the “Tigers Forever” meeting. The group was taken for a 

walk along the River Kosi near Garjia area outside the CTR. 

Freedom Walk for Tigers in Corbett 
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RRUURRAALL  MMEEDDIICCAALL  OOUUTTRREEAACCHH  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

The goal of TCF’s Rural Medical Outreach Programme (RMOP) was to establish 

a relationship of mutual trust between the organization and the people living in 

and around CTR, by extending humanitarian assistance. It was felt that if the 

local communities were to be won over to the cause of conservation, some 

reciprocal benefits would have to be provided to them. TCF believes that 

healthy individuals alone can contribute to a healthy environment. With this 

aim, TCF started an Out-Patients Department (OPD) clinic from its office in 

Corbett. However, it was realized very early that a clinic at a fixed place would 

not suffice and an outreach strategy was necessary for the area. Campsites 

were identified in and around the Buffer Zone of CTR and adjacent forest 

divisions, and a monthly schedule of camps for each site was designed as part 

of RMOP. Villagers from approximately 150 villages benefit from this scheme 

today. TCF also conducts Tuberculosis Eradication Programme (TBEP) as well as 

regular campaigns on health awareness.  

In this fiscal year 2011-12, a total of 837 camps and 593 OPDs were organized. 

Additionally, three special medical camps were also conducted. A total of 

20,329 patients were treated by TCF in 2011-12, demonstrating the crying need 

for such facilities in the area. In addition to this, under the TBEP, eight 

tuberculosis (TB) patients have been treated in 2011-12, whereas nine patients 

have been cured of TB from the previous year (2010-2011). The other diseases 

recorded were respiratory disease (3736 patients), followed by gastro-

intestinal diseases (2855 patients), skin diseases (2604 patients), fever (2025 

patients) and musculo-skeletal diseases (1982 patients). 
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Special Medical Camps: TCF organizes special medical camps occasionally to 

cover the areas it normally doesn’t in its routine visits. Special health camps 

were organized in Sankarpur and TCF’s office by Dr. K. K. Yadav in the last week 

of December. The guest doctor for these camps was Dr. Rati Mistry, a well-

known pediatrician from Mumbai. A total of 63 patients, mostly women and 

children, were examined by the team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The objective of this programme was to generate awareness on health-related 

issues among local school children, villages, and in some cases, specifically 

women. The broad topics that have been covered till date are health & 

hygiene, health & nutrition, and health & environment.  

 

 

 

 

Dr. K. k. Yadav (in the left picture) and Dr. (Mrs) Rati Mistry (in the right picture) attending 

patients during the Special Medical Camp 
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In the financial year 2011-2012, health awareness programmes have been 

carried out in the schools as given in Table 3 below. 

Table 3: Details of Health Awareness Programme conducted in 2011-12 

S.No. Date School Classes No. of 

students 

1 6.05.11 Junior High School, Mohaan VI-VIII 49 

2 11.07.11 State Higher Secondary School, 

Semalkhalia 

VI-X 262 

3 18.07.11 Kisan Inter College, Peerumadara VI-XII 600 

4 29.08.11 Govt. High School, Kyari VI-X 170 

5 12.09.11 Govt. High School, Tera VI-X 170 

6 17.10.11 Govt. High School, Gaujani VI-VIII 155 

7 31.10.11 Junior High School, Shivnathpur VI-VIII 84 

8 28.11.11 Public Junior High School, Sundarkhal VI-VIII 67 

9 12.12.11 Pushpak Junior High School, Ramnagar IV-VIII 56 

10 9.01.12 Govt. Inter College, Ramnagar VI-IX 255 

11 16.01.12 Great Mission School, Ramnagar VI-X 130 

12 12.02.12 BDJM public School VI-VIII 100 

13 18.03.12 Govt. High School, Sawaldeh VI-VIII 52 

 

World Diabetes Day 2011: TCF organized a “Diabetes Awareness Workshop 

and Free Medical Camp” at Dhikuli 

and Garjia on November 14th, which is 

the World Diabetes Day. The villagers 

who attended the camp were made 

aware about the symptoms of 

diabetes and its dangerous 

consequences. TCF’s medical team 

also educated the villagers about 

preventive measures, diagnosis, and 

treatment of diabetes. They were also told about simple lifestyle changes, 

Diabetes Awareness Workshop 
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which would go a long way in helping to keep their blood sugar levels in 

control. Subsequently, TCF doctors held a free blood sugar checking camp for 

the villagers, in which 13 people were diagnosed with high blood sugar. They 

have been placed under treatment of TCF's medical division. 

World AIDS Day 2011: December 01st 

being “World AIDs Day”, the medical 

division of TCF organized an awareness 

programme with villagers of Marchula. Dr. 

Rawat from TCF conducted the session. 

The programme dealt with AIDS, what it is 

and ways to avoid it.   

 

World TB Day 2012: On the occasion of “World Tuberculosis Day” on March 

24th, TCF organized an awareness session on TB for the residents of Kunkhet, a 

village situated on the banks of the River Kosi, in Corbett. This serene village 

has people suffering from TB and the medical division of TCF is presently 

treating around four patients diagnosed with pulmonary tuberculosis. 

This is a part of the ongoing TBEP being run by TCF since 1999. Two patients 

who were under the treatment of TCF have now been declared fully treated of 

TB. Realizing that the biggest ally of the Tubercle bacillus is ignorance and fear, 

TCF aims to dispel these through the awareness sessions in which causes, 

symptoms, diagnosis, prevention and treatment of TB are explained in simple 

and lucid language. The social stigma attached to TB patients is also dispelled 

through these programmes. TCF pledged to support the treatment of all 

patients, even those who cannot afford the same. This programme was 

attended by approximately 60 villagers of Kunkhet and the nearby village of 

Chukam. 

   

 

 

 

 

World AIDS Day programme 

Awareness Programme on the occasion of World TB Day 
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Kutch Ecological Research Centre (KERC), a division of 

The Corbett Foundation, was started in 1999 to 

preserve the fragile eco-system and wildlife of Kutch 

with active involvement of the local communities. Kutch 

is home to a number of endangered species like the Indian 

Bustard, Lesser Florican, Chinkara, Desert Fox, Desert Cat, 

Caracal, Indian Wolf and a variety of migratory birds.  

KERC was established in Tera, the ancestral village of Mr. Dilip 

Khatau, Chairman of TCF, in Abdasa taluka of Kutch. The district 

of Kutch is divided into nine talukas, of which Abdasa is one of 

the remote coastal talukas. It has a total of 151 villages spread 

over an area of 2400 sq km. Until recently, the area had been 

neglected in terms of development of basic infrastructure and 

allocation of the state resources. Lack of clean drinking water, 

food, fodder and steady sources of income resulted in people 

migrating away from home. Health and education services 

were limited to small townships and are still very poorly 

represented in the rural areas. However, in the past couple of 

years, the government opened the gates of development for 

the corporate sector. This has changed the face of Kutch with 

wilderness areas being lost to rapid development and 

encroachment. Natural grasslands that harbour Kutch’s unique fauna 

are being lost at a massive scale.  

KERC strives to reverse the tides of destruction and actively mobilises 

local support for the conservation of biodiversity and ecosystems of the 

area. 

KERC also established its presence in Nakhatrana taluka that is adjacent 

to Abdasa. Nakhatrana taluka has some of the unique ecosystems like 

Banni grasslands and the Greater Rann of Kutch. 

  

  KUTCH  
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  WWIILLDDLLIIFFEE  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

Participation in Birdfair-2011  

From August 19th to 21st, TCF and Infinity Resorts jointly participated in an 

international event – the Birdfair at Rutland Water Reserve in UK. The birdfair is 

an annual event where birdwatchers and ornithologists from all across the 

world gather and exchange information about birds. Mr. Dilip Khatau, Chairman 

and Mrs. Rina Khatau, Vice-chairman of TCF were also present at the event. TCF 

educated the visitors to the stall about the magnificent avian life thriving in the 

vicinity of TCF centers across India. 

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

Participation in a seminar:  

KERC participated in a seminar, “Gujarat: Rapid Development & Challenges to 

Biodiversity Conservation”, organized by Centre for Environment Education 

(CEE) & International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) at Ahmadabad on 

November 30th. The main focus of the seminar was to highlight the problems 

faced by the people in the field of conservation, threats to the wildlife of 

Gujarat and the future plans of CEE and Gujarat Forest Department. The 

Regional Director of Asia – IUCN, Ms. Aban Marker Kabraji was the chief guest at 

the seminar.  

Participation in Kutch Science Fair 2011: 

KERC’s wildlife division participated in the 

Kutch Science Fair held at Bhanushali 

Samajvadi in Ratatalav village from 

September 29th to October 01st. This was a 

district-level event and more than 20,000 

students visited the fair. Students also 

presented their projects at the event which 

were later judged by a panel of experts.  

TCF and Infinity Resorts stall at the Bird Fair.  

KERC stall at the Kutch Science Fair  
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The KERC had set up a stall with various posters describing the importance of 

fauna found in the Kutch region. The team specifically concentrated on the 

conservation of Indian Bustard. The team members educated the visitors about 

the importance of snakes and birds and told them that instead of killing snakes 

found near human habitations, they could call the KERC for rescuing them and 

releasing into the wild. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The stall also screened wildlife films about the flora and fauna of the area and 

the need for their conservation. To create more interest in the stall, various bird 

calls were played that attracted attention of school children and other visitors. 

 

Wildlife Rescue Work 

In September 2011, Kutch received 

the heaviest rainfall of the last 57 

years. Within a span of 24 hours, 

Abdasa taluka received 12 inches of 

rain. Most of the grasslands, farms 

and check dams were flooded. Owing 

to the flood in the grasslands, wild 

animals like chinkaras and jackals 

migrated to the relatively dry roads, 

resulting in a number of them getting run over by speeding vehicles. The KERC 

wildlife team received several calls for the rescue of such injured wildlife 

species. One such call was from Mothala village, 25 kms south of Tera. When 

the team arrived at the site, they found an injured Oriental Honey-Buzzard 

(Pernis ptilorhyncus), stranded on the roof of a building. The Buzzard was 

rescued and brought to the KERC, where it was treated by TCF’s veterinarian. 

After a week the bird was released into the wilderness. A short documentary 

film has made on the work done by KERC wildlife team that is available on its 

website for download. 

KERC team educating school children about the wildlife and other environmental issues  

KERC staff treating the rescued Oriental 

Honey Buzzard  
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One of the biggest problems in the Kutch region is the killing of snakes by 

villagers and bird deaths due to collision with vehicles, both of which are quite 

high. To fight against such huge loss of our precious wild fauna, KERC wildlife 

division has started rescue work and awareness about this has been spread by 

distributing leaflets to schools and among the communities.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Flamingo deaths at Khadir Island 

More than 300 flamingos died in November 2011 at Khadir Island – near 

Flamingo City, the famous mass nesting site of flamingos in India – prompting a 

visit by the KERC wildlife team to conduct an investigation into the cause. The 

team conducted two surveys. The flamingos died as they got entangled in and 

colliding with the electricity transmission lines running close to their habitat. 

KERC took up the matter with the concerned authorities and also wrote an 

article in Sanctuary Asia magazine to highlight the issue and suggest steps to 

avoid such mishaps in future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School children have started contacting KERC for rescue calls of local birds. 

KERC team investigated the cause of flamingo deaths at Khadir Island 

A flock of Greater Flamingos seen at Khadir Island 
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Save Indian Bustard Campaign  

In the fiscal year, the 

KERC wildlife team 

initiated a survey to 

assess the status of 

Indian Bustard’s – also 

popularly known as the 

Great Indian Bustard 

(GIB) – habitat in Kutch. 

The semi arid grasslands 

in Abdasa taluka of 

Kutch are one of the few 

abodes of the critically endangered Indian Bustard (Ardeotis nigriceps). KERC 

survey revealed severe threats to GIB habitat due to unplanned industrialisation 

and agricultural encroachment over the past few years. This has resulted in a 

drastic decline in the population of this majestic bird. The population estimates 

reveal an estimated population of around 30 birds in Abdasa, Kutch out of the 

total population of less than 300 birds surviving in India today. The GIB shares 

its habitat in Abdasa with other species of the bustard family – MacQueen’s 

Bustard (Chlamydotis macqueeni) and Lesser Florican (Spheotides indica), both 

vulnerable and endangered respectively as per the IUCN Red List. 

India has declared 13 sanctuaries for the protection of this bird. One of these, 

the Kutch Bustard Sanctuary spread over a mere 2 sq km, is located near Lala 

village near Naliya in Abdasa taluka. However, a major breeding population of 

Indian Bustards thrives outside the protected area, in Abdasa taluka. The areas 

outside this notified Protected Area serve as the breeding, display and wintering 

areas of these birds. Apart from the reasons of habitat loss, constant threat 

from uncontrolled cattle grazing over its potential habitat is taking these birds 

closer to extinction. And this despite the fact that the Indian Bustard is included 

in Schedule I of the Wildlife (Protection) Act of India. 

To prevent the local extinction of GIB, TCF has appealed to the State 

Government of Gujarat and the Ministry of Environment of Forests, 

Government of India to take immediate action to protect its habitat and save 

this species from extinction in Gujarat. TCF has initiated an online signature 

campaign on change.org to raise awareness about this issue at the global level. 

TCF plans to publish the findings of the GIB status survey in the form a report in 

2012-2013. 

 

Indian Bustard in Kutch 
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  AAWWAARREENNEESSSS  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

World Environment Day: KERC celebrated the World Environment Day (June 

05th) with 88 children from the villages of Tera, Kunathiya, Raydhanpar, Kala-

Talav, Harmirpur and Bara. The enthusiasm of the children had to be seen to be 

believed. The day started with a photo exhibition, which included photos of the 

endemic fauna found near their villages. A few photos of migrant species were 

also exhibited, but the focus was on endemic species as it was felt the students 

should be aware about the birds, animals and reptiles thriving in their vicinity. 

There was a lively interactive session with the KERC senior programme officer 

where he talked about and described each photograph to the children.  

 

 

 

 

 

The photo exhibition was followed by a drawing competition held on various 

environmental themes. The students enthusiastically participated in the activity 

and produced very interesting posters.  

 

 

   

 

 

 

After the drawing competition, KERC arranged a wildlife film about the national 

parks and sanctuaries of Gujarat.  The event ended with prizes being given to 

the winners of the competition and certificates to the participants. 

Celebration of Wildlife Week with school children: In the first week of October, 

we celebrated Wildlife Week with school children. KERC arranged a nature 

education tour for the school children of Tera village as part of which  they were 

taken to different ecosystems like scrub forests, grasslands and wetlands. They 

were shown the GIB and told about the importance of this species. All the 

World Environment Day programme organised by KERC 

Artwork by children during the World Environment Day programme 
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students enjoyed bird-watching at 

Jakhau wetland. More than 40 species 

were shown to the students. The 

students also learnt about snakes and 

their importance in our life and this 

became an even more exciting 

experience as some of the students 

got to see a non-venmous snake in the 

field. 

Celebration of 11.11.11 (one day one earth) with school children: The KERC 

wildlife team celebrated 11.11.11 with the school children of Kunathiya village. 

A wildlife safari and a bird-watching programme at Lala Bustard Sanctuary and 

Jakhau Wetland were organized where students observed various birds and 

learnt more about them.  

Celebration of Dr. Salim Ali’s Birth 

Anniversary: The KERC celebrated the 

famous ornithologist Dr. Salim Ali’s birth 

anniversary with the school children. Our 

team brought the school children of 

Kunathiya village to a varied canvas of 

wildlife habitats. They were shown the 

remarkable difference in the avian diversity 

depending upon the habitat.   

 

Celebration of World Sparrow Day: The KERC celebrated the World House 

Sparrow Day which falls on March 20th. KERC’s team visited many schools and 

made presentations emphasizing the importance of the house sparrow. The 

team spoke about how the non-traditional designs of modern houses has 

affected the sparrows as also the changing crop patterns. The team also 

donated sparrow nest boxes to the schools.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wildlife Week Programme at Jakhau wetland 

Bird-watching programme by KERC 

World Sparrow Day programme organised by KERC 
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World Forestry Day: KERC celebrated the World Forestry Day on March 21st 

with school children. The team visited schools in the villages of Jashapar, 

Ashapar, Trambo and Kukdav where presentations on the importance of 

grasslands and grassland species were made. This was especially relevant since 

the location of these villages is in the semi arid region of Gujarat. 

Essay Competition and Tree Plantation: On July 16th, KERC arranged an essay 

competition in Tera Primary School for 

the students of classes VI and VII. The 

students were given three subjects and 

the three best essays were selected and 

awarded. The following day, KERC 

organised a tree plantation programme 

in the school campus. Around 100 

saplings of native and furit-bearing 

species such as jamun, pilu, neem, 

banyan, pipal, and imli were planted in the campus. KERC also donated two 

tankers of water, apart from an electric water pump for supplying water to the 

plantation. This was done to ensure the proper maintenance of the plantation. 

KERC also donated a few bird nest boxes to the school.  

Drawing competition at primary school in Tera village: During the month of 

August, KERC wildlife team conducted an awarness programme in Tera Primary 

School through a drawing competition. A total of 85 students studying in classes 

IV and V participated in the competition. The topics were ‘My favourite bird’ 

and ‘My favourite animal’. KERC provided them with colours, pencils, drawing 

sheets etc. Later, the winners of the competetion were selected and prizes were 

distributed to them. At the end of the event KERC team had a brief discussion 

with the students about the wild fauna thriving in the vicinity along with the 

problems faced by such wild species. 

   

   

 

 

 

 

Tree plantation at Tera School 

Some of the drawings done by children of Tera Primary School 
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Awareness programme at primary school, Trambo village: Our team visited the 

primary school of Trambo village, 30 kms from Tera, for an awareness 

programme where topics of animal rescue and the fauna of the region, 

especially the GIB and its conservation were discussed.  

Awareness programme at primary school, Rampar village: Our wildlife team 

visited the primary school of Rampar 

village and screened a wildlife film and 

spoke about the avian population in that 

region. Unfortunately, most of the 

villagers were unaware of the importance 

of the GIB and the team spent some time 

talking about the need to protect this bird.   

  

 

Awareness programme at primary school, Kanakpur village: KERC wildlife team 

visited the primary school in Kanakpur village and conducted drawing and essay 

competitions in this school for students of classes III to V and classes VI to VIII, 

respectively. Three topics – Save GIB, birds and animals in my backyard and 

trees-my best friends - were given for both the competitions. The students did 

exemplarily well in depicting their thoughts through the drawings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

School awareness programme 

Drawing competition entries from Primary School, Kanakpar 
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Awareness programme at Primary School, Nundhatad village: This village is 

about 6 km from Kanakpur village, where the KERC team conducted essay and 

drawing competitions on the topics of save the trees, save GIB and save water.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awareness programme at primary school, Kunathiya village: A drawing 

competition was conducted in the primary school of Kunathiya village, 13 km 

from Tera village. Kunathiya village being situated quite close to GIB habitat, 

these students were aware about this bird. Monsoon being the breeding 

season, we were fascinated to see that one student had drawn the GIB with its 

chick. At the end of the competition a film on wildlife was screened for the 

students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awareness programme at VRTI: During the month of December 2011, KERC 

wildlife team had conducted an awareness programme at the Vivekanand 

Research and Training Institute (VRTI), Naliya. A wildlife film show describing the 

rich wildlife of the Rann of Kutch, was arranged for the students and a separate 

drawing competition was held at VRTI for the students of classes VI & VII. 

Awareness programme at Khadir Island: KERC wildlife team took the initiative 

in spreading awareness in this village located in the vicinity of Khadir Bridge, 

where many flamingos had died in November 2011. Helpline numbers for 

animal rescue were given to the village for contacting KERC in case of bird 

deaths or injuries. 

Drawing competition entries from Primary School, Nundhatad 

Drawing competition entries from Primary School, Kunathiya 
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Nature Education Camp (NEC): A Nature Education Camp (NEC) was organized 

by KERC for the winners of various competitions conducted in schools. More 

than 40 students of four villages participated in the camp. The camp was 

conducted from January 13th to 16th. This was a joint venture between the 

Forest Department and KERC. The students visited various ecosystems like the 

grasslands of Naliya, Kunathiya and Bhanada, wetlands of Jakhau and 

Pingaleshwar, and Rann area near Kala Dungar and Hills of Kala Dungar. KERC’s 

wildlife team educated the students about the importance of the local flora and 

fauna and its conservation. Various aspects of grassland ecosystems were 

covered in the session and the students were given projects and activities to do 

like skits on nature conservation, field observation and so on.  Books on birds 

and mammals of Gujarat were given as prizes to all the participants. Most of the 

printed material was donated by the Office of the Deputy Conservator of 

Forests, Western Kutch. Also, the logistical support as well as the visit to the 

interpretation center was arranged by the forest department.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  RRUURRAALL  MMEEDDIICCAALL  OOUUTTRREEAACCHH  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

The RMOP has been successfully implemented in over 40 villages in Abdasa and 

40 villages in Nakhatrana talukas of Kutch. Mobile medical units headed by 

qualified doctors visit the villages in Abdasa and Nakhatrana every week. A fixed 

schedule is maintained for the benefit of the villagers. Since 2003, more than 

60,000 patients have benefitted from this scheme.  

In 2011-2012, KERC observed a total of 15,597 patients. Conditions like cold and 

extreme heat and sudden change in the atmosphere due to storm or rainfall 

caused a lot of health problems among the people of Kutch.  

Nature Education Camp participants and the staff of KERC 
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KERC treated 3688 patients suffering from respiratory problems. The reason 

behind such rise could be the rapid increase in the industrialization in the 

region. The industrial development brings with it problems of lifestyle like 

smoking, alcohol addiction and so on, especially among the youth. Rapid 

industrial development due to setting up of cement, mining and stone crushing 

industries and its resultant air pollution results in the increase of respiratory 

problems.  

Gastro intestinal problems were the second highest with a total of 2551 patients 

treated during this year. The scarcity of clean potable drinking water is the main 

reason behind this. With the increased amount of annual rainfall in Kutch, most 

of the villages now have got their own village pond where rain water can be 

collected and used throughout the year. These village ponds get polluted as 

villagers use these to bathe their cattle and wash. Apart from these diseases 

mentioned, about 2006 patients suffering from various skin diseases were also 

reported. Unhygienic conditions prevalent at villages and unavailability of clean 

water for bathing could be the reasons behind such diseases. In remote villages, 

people avoid seeking treatment for problems till it becomes serious and 

unbearable. Scabies and pyoderma are problems that can be easily cured by 

proper care and treatment. A total of 1823 cases of fever were also examined, 

of which 81% were viral in nature.  

Free eye check-up camps: A free eye check-up camp was organized on July 15th 

in collaboration with the Blindmen Association of Bhuj. A total of 30 patients 

were checked and two were operated upon. A second such camp was organized 

on December 28th in collaboration with Kutch Comprehensive Rehabilitation 
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Center and the Blindmen Association. A total of 40 patients were checked and 

two people were successfully operated upon for cataract.            

Health checkup camp at Tera School: On July 16th, KERC medical division 

conducted medical examination of the children in Tera school. The team 

provided treatment and advice. 

 

 

 

 

TCF Workshop for RMOP teams: From January 26th to 29th, KERC hosted a 

workshop for all the RMOP teams of TCF. The aim of this workshop was to 

compile the data of last few years, to come up with a common format of 

reporting for all the divisions, to plan health awareness programmes and 

experience-sharing between colleagues. TCF doctors from all its locations 

participated actively in the workshop.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Sitting from left: Dr. Sharad Kumar (Deputy Director, Bandhavgarh), Mr. S. K. Malik (Deputy Director, 

KERC), Mr. Bhupendrasinh Vala (Administrator), Mr. Dilip Khatau (Chairman), Mr. Kedar Gore (Director), 

Dr. H. S. Bargali (Deputy Director, Corbett) 

Standing from left (RMOP staff): Dr. Tulsi Nayani (Kutch), Dr. K. K. Yadav (Corbett), Dr. J. S. Rawat 

(Corbett), Dr. S. S. Malik (Kutch), Dr. Gyanendra Prajapati (Bandhavgarh), Dr. Yogesh Chandra (Corbett), 

Dr. Pradeep Gautam (Kanha) 

 

TCF doctors doing a health check-up in Tera School 
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HHEEAALLTTHH  AAWWAARREENNEESSSS  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

Awareness Programme at Vithon: KERC’s medical organized a medical and 

veterinary checkup & awareness camp on June 01st at Vithon village, taluka 

Nakhatrana. More than 200 villagers visited the camp and 57 patients were 

treated by Dr. Mukesh Vaghamsi and Dr. (Mrs) Seja Malik, whereas 8 animals 

were treated by the veterinary team. Mr. Shantilal Nayani, a well known 

personality of the village who had organised this camp on the occasion of his 

birthday, also donated a Glucometer to KERC for blood sugar testing.  

 

 

 

 

 

World Water Week and World Water Day: KERC celebrated World Water Week 

in which it conducted tests to check the fluoride levels in the drinking water of 

various villages. The schools of Ustiya, Jatvandh, Rasaliya, Ashapar, Jashapar, 

Trambo, Kukdav and Hadapar-Bera were selected for this programme. The 

results of the tests were uploaded on the website of indiawaterportal. Our team 

also taught students about the importance of fluoride in our life, as also the ill-

effects if the fluoride level goes beyond permissible limits.  

 

 

 

 

  

  

    
KERC Team conducting programmes on the occasion of World Water Day 

RMOP Camp at Vithon village 
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  CCAATTTTLLEE  DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTT  AANNDD  BBRREEEEDD  IIMMPPRROOVVEEMMEENNTT  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

KERC has taken the first step in the field of Cattle Development and Breed 

Improvement Programme (CDBIP) in Abdasa & Nakhatrana taluka, by covering 

more than 160 villages. Being the largest district of the state and naturally 

protected on three sides by the sea and the Greater and the Little Rann 

(deserts), Kutch has one of the best upland consisting huge belts of grassland 

and large population of livestock.  

KERC has three operational veterinary routes – two in Abdasa and one in 

Nakhatrana. Skilled Livestock Inspectors (LI) are working at the grassroots level 

to keep the cattle population healthy. Our LIs treat the cattle at the door-step of 

villagers. KERC works with minimal facilities but it tries to treat illness in cattle at 

its earliest stage, as villagers living in such remote areas neglect problems till it 

becomes very serious and irreparable damage has been done. Time and again 

the villagers have expressed their gratitude for the services provided by KERC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KERC treated a total of 4386 cattle during the year (the break-up of which is 

given in the chart above) and out of these 1312 were suffering from gastro-

intestinal (GI) problems. KERC has observed that the local villagers feed the 

cattle with bhunsu, a partially ground wheat in the dry form which causes 

problems in the gastro-intestinal tract. The KERC team is trying to teach people 

to feed bhunsu after boiling it for few hours in water or even mixing it with hay 

to make it more easy to digest. Apart from this, even the unavailability of clean 

drinking water causes many bacterial diseases in the livestock leading to GI 

problems.  

Wounds are the second highest problem observed during the year, with 609 

animals treated for it. Kutch has its own unique custom of sending animals with 

a shepherd for grazing in the natural grasslands where they get injured while 
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crossing boundaries or jumping over bushes. Unhygienic conditions prevalent at 

villages cause these wound to become septic, and in extreme cases the 

development of maggots in the wound. It has been observed that during the 

monsoons the animals suffer more as the damp and humid conditions cause 

such wounds to become infected. A total of 559 animals suffering from different 

febrile conditions and 380 animals suffering from arthritis were observed during 

this year. Regular long walks in undulating terrain in search of food, exposure to 

scorching heat, availability of limited food, and unattended prolonged lameness 

lead to arthritis.  

Local villagers also neglect the symptoms of nutritional deficiency shown by 

their cattle which causes a fall in their productivity. For instance, villagers are 

unaware about the need for calcium supply to lactating cattle, the lack of which 

can lead to milk fever. A total of 309 animals suffering from metabolic problems 

were also treated during the year. 

Activities under CDBIP 

The Bombay Gowrakshak Trust (BGT) has 

sponsored CDBIP in Kutch and other divisions of 

TCF. Dr. Naveen Pandey heads the veterinary 

team as a Veterinary Consultant for this project.  

The goal is to achieve economic prosperity of the 

cattle owners of Kutch through increased 

contribution from pure bred Indian cattle breeds 

– Gir and Kankrej. The village heads and local 

volunteers are being identified who would act as 

a nodal points. Data formats are being prepared 

for village survey so that a uniform village profile 

can be maintained. Dr. Pandey has been 

clinically helping the LIs in critical cases. A formal training was organized by Dr. 

Pandey for the LIs to upgrade their understanding about Mastitis in cattle. Three 

goshalas were visited by the team members to understand the housing, feeding 

and general management practices followed. The focus is on the Gir cattle and 

the Kankrej.  

The villagers in Kutch engage in mixed farming and follow the pastoral pattern 

of cattle rearing. The cattle are gathered early morning, milked and then the 

charwaha takes charge of the herd of cattle for the day. As the aim of the survey 

is to study the pattern of livestock rearing in the villages in order to identify 

suitable interventions for economic development, every aspect of animal-cattle 

interaction needs to be studied. The information collected by KERC does not 

necessarily serve the purpose of a sample but certainly does reveal a trend. The 

Gir cows at Gondal 
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population of Gir cows, is negligible in the villages covered by KERC. A good 

quality Gir bull is conspicuously absent. The women form the main contributors 

to the caring of livestock in Kutch as they house, feed and milk the animals. This 

reinforces the fact that any training program and cooperative movement must 

include women participants.  Villagers don’t seem to be adequately aware of 

the extent of the gochar land and even the encroachment, if any, on such land is 

not noticed by the villagers. A very marginal number of households maintain 

proper shed for the cattle in the villages studied so far. The concept of animal 

welfare is rudimentary and the impact of negligence on the productivity of the 

cattle is not aptly appreciated. 

A case in point are the charwahas who bring the cattle back from grazing at 2 

pm and then take a nap under a tree while the cattle wait in the scorching sun 

for hours. The KERC team has not some across a single village where there are 

ample trees providing shade for cattle while they wait outside the village for 

hours. The villagers seemed clueless about the adverse effects on milk 

production due to such exposure to sun.  

 

   

 

 

 

A visit was made to the Bhuwaneswari Pith at Gondal and the Cattle Breeding 

Farm at Junagarh. Both these centres maintain the finest Gir cattle. The cows 

maintained at Bhuwaneswari Pith are mostly descendants of the Bhavnagar 

Royal family’s cattle. Achayra Shri Ghanshyamji at Gondal and the Principal 

Scientist at Junagarh, both promised support in the form of guidance to our 

project. 

 

 

 

 

 

A typical cattle grazing scene in Kutch 

Dr. Naveen Pandey examining the condition of Gir herd at a cattle farm 
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The major economic activities of the people in the surveyed area were crop and 

livestock production. Cattle were ranked as the most important livestock species 

in the households, followed by goats and sheep. The cattle in the smallholder 

dairy sector were dominated by non-descript (55%) followed by Kankrej (30%) 

and crossbreeds (14%). The majority of the farmers (89%) used communal bulls 

to mate their cows. It was also noted that sending cattle to grasslands and 

pastures were the major source of feed for dairy cattle.  There is no practice of 

stall feeding. The major constraints faced by smallholder dairy farmers in the 

semiarid areas were shortage of feed and transport. The average size of cattle 

holding per family is 3-7 and on an average 2 cattle per household are under 

lactation in the villages surveyed so far. The average size of gochar land 

available to a village was found to be 284 acres across the two talukas. It was 

difficult to assess the extent of encroachment.  The herdsmen around Banni 

practice bull rotation system to avoid inbreeding.  Most of the cow owners in 

Nakhatrana and Abdasa don’t pay attention to it. Surprisingly the herdsmen of 

Banni were less educated that the people in Nakhatrana and Abdasa. The survey 

team tried its best to visit every village and meet as many people as possible.  

The KERC team team also traveled to the outskirts of Kutch to study the 

variation in animal husbandry practices and agro-climatic conditions. Villages in 

Mandvi taluka, namely, Shirva, Layja and Koday were covered under our survey. 

The availability of better forage and succulent feed when compared with 

Abdasa and Nakhatrana Taluka was quite obvious in Mandvi. The average 

animal holding per family in the village was higher than the other villages in 

Nakhatrana taluka. The Dharmbandhu Goshala in Mandvi is a big supporter of 

Gir cattle and the shed area there is under expansion to accommodate more 

cattle. It is important that KERC maintains a close relationship with this Goshala 

in Mandvi as the link could be useful in procurement of heifers and recently 

calved cattle through their links.  

The villagers in Banni grasslands were desperately asking for help in the form of 

fodder in July. We surveyed four villages of Banni grasslands namely Chari, 

Phulai, Tal and Paiya. To the surprise of the team, the village Paiya had 800 

Buffaloes and the cattle were conspicuously absent, and in the village Chari, 

some 5 kms away from Paiya, there were 700 cattle and almost no buffaloes. 

The reasons explained for this variation was neither clear nor obvious.  

 

 

 

A typical village near Banni area with buffaloes seen around the houses 
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Participation in Banni Pashu Mela: KERC participated in the 5th Banni Pashu 

Mela organized by the Banni Pashu Uchharak Maldhari Sangathan (Banni 

Breeders’ Association) with support from Sahjeevan, the State Government and 

a few NGOs working in Kutch. The fair provided a good platform for explaining 

to the people about various animal husbandry practices. The KERC team focused 

on four aspects: breeding practices, care of newborn calves, clean milk 

production and entrepreneurship in animal husbandry. Experience has shown 

that working models and display boards have been very effective tools in 

spreading the word about correct practices, especially for illiterate or semi-

literate target population. Suitable material in local language and schematic 

diagrams were prepared and sourced, and laminated boards were prepared for 

multiple uses over the years. The KERC team explained everything in lucid 

language to the visitors. Hundreds of cattle, buffaloes, camels and horses had 

assembled and various competitions were held. The fair, which is one of its kind 

in the entire Kutch area, is a special occasion for the people of Banni region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cattle Vaccination Programme: Over 400 cattle were vaccinated against Foot & 

Mouth Disease (FMD) by the KERC Aral team in three villages namely, Sukhpar, 

Nani Virani and Moti Virani. The immunization program was carried out in 

collaboration with the Government Animal Husbandry Department. The team 

from KERC Tera organized immunization programme against FMD in 

Dhanawada, Ghatwada, Bachunda, Puabadar, Sujapar, Kuvapaddhar, 

Pithoranagar and Jatwand villages and vaccinated around 1850 cattle. 

  

 

 

 

KERC veterinary team actively participated in the Banni Pashu Mela 

Livestock Inspectors of KERC vaccinating the cattle  
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KERC has been studying the problem of the low productivity of cattle in Kutch 

compounded by indiscriminate breeding by genetically inferior bulls and it has 

come up with the idea of undertaking castration of such free roaming breeding 

bulls. There would be the need for a sustained and consistent artificial 

insemination programme coupled with the castration of bulls. The negative 

impact of extreme focus on western breeds at the cost of our indigenous cattle 

has become more obvious now. It is important to protect the Kankrej cattle in 

Kutch, which has evolved here over centuries. While breed improvement is a 

long term goal, hundreds of animals get direct and indirect help, clinically and 

otherwise from our veterinary teams.  

 

 

  

A good quality Gir bull seen at one of the cattle farms 

KERC’s veterinary team during one of the cattle vaccination camps 
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TCF Bandhavgarh engages in the following main programmes: Wildlife 

Conservation, Environmental Awareness, Rural Medical Outreach and 

Sustainable Development. 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  BANDHAVGARH 

The Corbett Foundation 

expanded its programmes to the 

world famous Bandhavgarh 

Tiger Reserve (BTR), Madhya 

Pradesh in 2009. TCF 

Bandhavgarh was set up within 

the premises of Infinity 

Bandhavgarh Wilderness resort 

at Tala on the outskirts of the 

tiger reserve with the objective 

of spreading its conservation, 

awareness and community 

outreach programmes to BTR in 

31 villages. 

TCF works in the villages marked on the Google Earth image of Bandhavgarh 
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WWIILLDDLLIIFFEE  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

Wildlife and environment conservation rally: In the month of October, TCF 

organized a rally of 180 

students from a school in the 

village of Kaseru. The rally’s 

main aim was to create 

awareness about the 

importance of wildlife and 

environment of Bandhavgarh. 

The school children 

participated in the rally very 

enthusiastically.      

World Wetlands Day: TCF utilized World Wetlands Day, celebrated every year 

on February 02nd as a platform to create awareness among school children 

about the importance and conservation of wetlands. The students of 

Government Junior High School, Tala and Government Junior High School, 

Gadhpuri participated in the awareness campaigns. The programme was 

conducted at a wetland located in the Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve (BTR). Around 

80 students and 5 teachers actively participated in the programme. The most 

inspiring part of the program came at the end when the participants took an 

oath: 

“Today, we have taken the pledge that we would do our best for the 

conservation, preservation and protection of wetlands and use all means to 

create awareness among local communities about the importance of the 

conservation of wetlands.”  

World Water Day: All over the 

world, March 22nd is celebrated 

and observed as the World Water 

Day by the people from all 

sections of the society. TCF 

organized awareness 

programmes in the Government 

Middle School, Tala and 

Government Middle School, 

Bijhariya. A presentation on 

water-borne diseases and their prevention was made by TCF RMOP team. TCF 

also organized an event to determine the level of fluoride in the drinking water 

in the area. The exercise was conducted in the Govt. Middle Schools of Bijhariya 

and Tala. A total of 22 samples were tested for fluoride presence. 

Wildlife Week rally organised by TCF 

World Water Day programme at a school 
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Survey of Vultures: TCF conducted a survey of Vultures in the month of May 

2011 around BTR to locate and document vulture nests and vulture populations 

outside the tiger reserve. Bandhavgarh has a resident population of four species 

of vultures, namely – Long-billed Vulture (Gyps indicus), White-rumped Vulture 

(Gyps bengalensis), Red-headed Vulture (Sarcogyps calvus) and Egyptian Vulture 

(Neophron percnopterus). The Long-billed and the White-rumped vultures are 

most commonly sighted, especially near the fort area of BTR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Area Location Species documented Approximate nos. 

Chechpur waterfalls Long-billed vultures  64 

 White-rumped vultures 12 

B’garh-Shahdol road  Long-billed vultures  22 

Rakhi village White-rumped vultures 6 

Panpatha road Long-billed vultures  35 

 White-rumped vultures 14 

 Bamera dam area Long-billed vultures  42 

 White-rumped vultures 18 

 Egyptian vultures 6 

Damokhar barrier Long-billed vultures  12 

Khitouli village Long-billed vultures  23 

 White-rumped vultures 7 

A mixed flock of Long-billed and White-rumped vultures 
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Snake awareness, rescue & rehabilitation: TCF has been 

active in snake rescue and rehabilitation operations 

since 2010. TCF has started a helpline which attends to 

calls from villagers and as a result, 13 snakes were 

rescued from different human habitations and released 

back into the wilderness in 2011-12. This helpline has 

received over 150 such calls since it was established. 

 

Poster competition and presentations in schools: The support and cooperation 

of local communities is essential to achieve the desired goals of conservation, 

and it is crucial that they understand 

the importance of wildlife and 

environment conservation. Therefore, 

TCF regularly organizes poster 

competitions, quizzes, and outdoor 

activities in schools and villages. In 

2011-12, TCF organized drawing and 

poster competitions in 20 schools with 

participation from well over 700 

students.  

           Tree Plantations:  

The local people depend on the forest for their basic livelihood needs like fire 

wood and fodder for their livestock, which result in the degradation of forest 

habitats. Therefore, TCF distributed saplings of tree species found in the forest 

to be planted around the villages in the hope to reduce the pressure on the 

forests. It started by distributing and planting 160 saplings in Rakhi village.  

 

  

Snake rescue work 

Poster competition in a school 

Tree Plantataion programme in Rakhi village 
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RRUURRAALL  MMEEDDIICCAALL  OOUUTTRREEAACCHH  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

The medical unit of TCF has been working in 31 villages around BTR, providing 

the much needed medical treatment to the villagers. The year 2011-12 recorded 

6,438 patients which comprised of 2146 men, 2682 females and 1610 children. 

The table below represents the number of patients as well as the diseases 

prevalent in these areas. 
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World Tuberculosis Day celebration: TCF’s medical unit organized an awareness 

programme in Damna village to 

celebrate World Tuberculosis Day on 

March 24th. The programme aimed to 

create awareness among the local 

people about Tuberculosis, how it 

spreads, its symptoms, and its 

prevention and control.  

 

Malaria and waterborne diseases prevention campaign: The area around BTR is 

highly malaria-prone; hence TCF’s medical unit conducts regular malaria 

awareness programmes in the area. One such programme was carried out in 

Ranchha School. The event was attended by around 180 students and they were 

made aware about the disease and its prevention. The unit distributed 20 

malaria-related posters & 40 booklets on 

malaria, prepared by TCF. Our medical 

team also cleaned 48 wells with the help 

of the villagers and 200 chlorine tablets 

were distributed to clean the water. This 

programme will hopefully help in 

reducing the frequency of diseases such 

as diarrhea and jaundice. 

 

Health checkup and awareness: On September 15th, which is the Global Hand 

Wash Day, TCF’s medical unit conducted health check-ups and hygiene 

awareness programmes in which 88 students underwent a health check-up.  

Quiz Competition: TCF also conducted a quiz competition at the middle school 

of Parasee and Gadhpuri 

villages. A total of 126 students 

participated in the quiz. All 

questions were related to 

hygiene, general knowledge 

and wildlife. The winners were 

felicitated with prizes and 

certificates. 

 

World TB Day programme at a school 

Well water treatment with chlorine 

Students participating enthusiastically in the quiz 
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TCF Kanha is based out of the village 

Baherakhar situated in the Birsa Block of 

Balaghat district of Madhya Pradesh.  This is 

no ordinary region; not only is it a protected 

forest and a backward area but it is also a 

declared naxalism-prone area.  The problem 

of naxalism coupled with the protected 

nature of the forest means that there are 

hardly any roads, infrastructure or public 

facilities of any kind in the villages near the 

Kanha Tiger Reserve (KTR), especially the part 

of the park that falls in Balaghat district.  

Communities living here are mostly tribal – 

with majority being Baiga and Gond still 

following their ancient traditions and culture.   

Baiga and Gond tribes have been living here 

for generations and sharing this habitat with the wild animals. Having lived with 

the wildlife throughout their life, no one knows and understands wildlife and 

  KANHA 

The Corbett Foundation expanded 

its gamut of activities to the famous 

Kanha Tiger Reserve situated in 

Madhya Pradesh in May 2010. TCF 

Kanha office was set up out of a 

small house in village Baherakhar 

near the buffer zone of Kanha Tiger 

Reserve. TCF Kanha was established 

with the objective of spreading its 

conservation, awareness and 

community outreach programmes 

to Kanha. TCF identified 31 villages 

in the buffer zone of KTR where the 

Foundation’s work has begun. In 

2011-12, TCF shifted its office to 

the Medical and Training Centre 

established in the premises of 

Infinity Kanha Wilderness resort. 

Baiga woman with a child in 

tribal village supported by TCF 
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animal habits better than these tribals. The inherent knowledge of these people 

about forests and wildlife has often been misused by poaching gangs and timber 

mafias. Wildlife conservation and living with the animals is part of the culture of 

these tribes. However, with the declaration of Kanha as a national park and tiger 

reserve, many of these tribal villages have been shifted or face displacement 

from the tiger reserve. The communities feel alienated and this phase is very 

vulnerable. Due to the lack of basic education and alternate sources of 

livelihoods, these tribals can be lured into activities that are detrimental to 

forests and wildlife.   

TCF realises the importance of creating an environment where tribals continue 

to co-exist along with the wildlife and also become the saviours of wildlife as 

they have been traditionally. This can only be possible by providing them with 

basic mainstream facilities like education, alternate sources of livelihoods and a 

healthy life so that they lead their environmentally sustainable lifestyle as 

before.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  TCF works with 31 villages around Kanha Tiger Reserve as marked on the Google image 
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MMEEDDIICCAALL  AANNDD  TTRRAAIINNIINNGG  CCEENNTTRREE    

On April 30th, the “Medical and Training Center” (MTC) was inaugurated by the 

Honorable Member of Parliament and former Cabinet Minister for Women’s 

Affairs, Smt. Sumitra Mahajan. The Honorable Minister of Forest Shri. Sartaj 

Singh also graced the occasion as the Guest of Honour.  Also present were 

various other dignitaries like Shri. Bhagat Singh Netam, the honorable MLA from 

the area, Shri. H. S. Negi - the Field Director of KTR, block presidents, 

government and police department officials, members of the press, senior 

managers of HCL and wildlife conservationists like Dr. A.J.T. Johnsingh and Ms. 

Belinda Wright. TCF Trustees - Dr. M. K. Ranjitsinh, Shri. Sharad Sanghi, Shri. 

Nirmal Ghosh and Shri. Akshobh Singh, were also present.  

All the guests were welcomed by a 

performance by the local Baiga tribal 

dancers from one of the project villages. 

The programme had a large local 

audience who were briefed about the 

work of TCF by the Director of TCF, Mr. 

Kedar Gore, following which the 

introduction to the area and institute 

was done by Dr. Ranjitsinhji. 

Both, Smt. Sumitra Mahajan and Shri. Sartaj Singh, were appreciative of the 

efforts taken by TCF and distributed solar lanterns donated by TCF to the 

villagers of Chichirangpur. The solar lanterns, a solar panel and a charging 

station were all given free of cost by TCF to provide lighting in a village which 

lacks electricity.  

  The MTC was a long nurtured dream of 

our chairman Shri. DIlip Khatau, who 

believes that human needs have to be 

addressed to ensure conservation of 

species and habitat. The aim of this 

center would be to help communities 

in and around the forest, provide 

medical aid, create awareness, impart 

vocational and skills based training. This training centre will provide vocational 

trainings such as hospitality, sewing, tailoring, incense-stick making, candle-

making, computer operations, mobile repairing, English speaking skills and so on 

to empower and encourage local communities towards gainful employment and 

entrepreneurship. Its aim is also to provide primary medical treatment and train 

tribal youth in various skills, including as heath workers, nature guides, waiters, 

Baiga tribal dance 

Inauguration of the MTC  
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housekeepers and many other vocational skills. The institute will also promote 

tribal art, which includes Gond paintings and Baiga bamboo items. The institute 

is situated in a beautiful building decorated by local Baiga artifacts and Gond art 

paintings. This center completely runs on solar power and is truly an example of 

sustainable community development for the entire nation. This training center 

has been donated by CCIPL and is dedicated to the memory of Smt. and Shri. D. 

M. Khatau, parents of our honourable Chairman. 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

RRUURRAALL  MMEEDDIICCAALL  OOUUTTRREEAACCHH  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  

TCF’s Rural Medical Outreach Programme (RMOP) has a clinic located in 

Baherakhar village and a mobile unit that covers 31 villages in a week. At least 

200 patients are treated at the clinic every month. The RMOP begun two years 

ago has seen a patient footfall of more than 5,800 in 2011-12. For most of the 

tribals, RMOP is their only access to basic healthcare. 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Medical and Training Centre established by TCF in Kanha 

RMOP camp in progress at one of the villages  
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HHEEAALLTTHH  AAWWAARREENNEESSSS  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE  
 

Awareness Material on Malaria prevention: The Birsa block of Balaghat district 

has the highest number of malaria 

cases, especially the Plasmodium 

falciparum type, which is one of the 

most deadly forms. The medical wing of 

TCF decided to take on this disease by 

developing excellent awareness 

material for malaria awareness 

programmes that which were 

conducted in four villages, to begin 

with. An organically made mosquito repellant oil was also distributed free of 

cost to these villages and also to the staff of nearby schools. Booklets and 

posters were printed, which were distributed across all the project villages and 

schools. This was a benchmark and a pioneering activity for TCF’s medical wing 

in a region which is not just malaria-prone, but also very much neglected in 

terms of awareness and intervention.    

   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

International Hand Wash Day: Hygiene is a poorly understood concept in many 
developing nations. According to the 
World Health Organization, a million 
deaths could be avoided if people 
washed hands. An awareness program 
on the same was conducted on 
‘International Hand Wash Day’ and 
villagers were made aware of the 
importance of cleanliness and 
hygiene. 

  

Malaria Awareness Programme 

Booklets and Posters prepared by TCF to spread awareness about Malaria  

Awareness Programme on International 

Hand Wash Day 
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Awareness for No Tobacco: The KTR buffer zone villagers are highly addicted to 

tobacco, pan masala, gutkha, khaini, 

tambaku and beedi. So TCF used the 

platform of “No Tobacco Day” which is 

celebrated globally on May 31st to 

spread awareness about the ill effects 

of consuming these products. TCF 

organised three awareness camps at 

villages Devri, Karhu & Anditola. A 

literate person from among the 

villagers was chosen as group leader to explain the dangers of tobacco chewing 

to other villagers. 

Anti-alcohol drive: A special awareness programme was conducted against 

alcohol consumption as alcohol addiction is very high in this region. This is also 

partly due to the fact that the government permits the tribals to brew mahua (a 

local liquor made of Madhuca latifolia flowers) at homes.  This programme was 

attended by 38 people. A quiz competition was also organized in three schools – 

Government Higher Secondary School, Government Middle School, Nikkum and 

Government Higher Secondary School, Janpur, which saw enthusiastic 

participation by almost 750 students. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Special Eye Check-up Camps: Special eye check-up camps are held from time to 

time in villages that are not under 

the medical outreach wing. Free of 

cost spectacles are given to villagers 

after checking their optical number 

by our trained health workers. 

       

 

No Tobacco Awareness activity 

Anti-alcohol awareness programme 

Special Eye Check-up Camp 
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First Aid kits: The medical division also distributed First Aid kits to the Forest 

Department check-posts situated in the 

buffer zone of the KTR. Many of these 

check-posts are located inside forest 

areas and making it difficult for the 

forest department staff to access basic 

medical treatment facilities. The kits 

provided by TCF are thus useful for the 

forest personnel and are much 

appreciated. The first-aid kits include 

antibiotics, painkillers and dressing and 

other basic medicines.  

 

WWIILLDDLLIIFFEE  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  AANNDD  AAWWAARREENNEESSSS  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE 

Awareness campaigns are run in schools and villages from time to time on 

topics such as the local biodiversity and of course the Tiger. The presentations 

speak of specific and endangered wildlife, their lifecycle, reproduction and 

behavior, and what can be done to save them from extinction. These sessions 

end with screenings of short documentaries such as ‘Born To Be Wild’, 

‘Vanishing Vultures’ and so on. These sessions are also made interactive by 

having question and answer sessions and discussions on wildlife and forests and 

their relation to climate change. The students are also encouraged to come up 

with ideas and ways they think will help improve the situation. 

 

   

  

 

 

 

Drawing, Essay, Quiz competitions: As is evident, TCF’s strategy to create and 

spread awareness about wildlife and conservation mostly involves school 

children. On January 14th, a drawing competition was held among the students 

of classes VI and VII of the school in Katangi. The theme of the competition was 

‘Wild Animals’, in which 27 students participated. The students proved they 

were good artists with their drawings of tigers, peacocks and the Barasingha 

First Aid Kits distribution to forest staff 

Wildlife Awareness Programmes in a school and a village 
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among other animals! Simultaneously, 

primary school students were shown a 

short documentary on tigers.  A similar 

drawing competition, but on the topic of 

wetlands and its protection was held for 

the students of classes VII and IX of the 

High School in Samnapur. Their 

participation and output were exemplary. 

Following a PowerPoint presentation, a 

talk on the wetlands, and a trip to the 

Bandhatola dam, a quiz competition was 

conducted in the school of Katangi for 

the students of classes VI and VIII.  The 

students were divided into two teams 

and after the quiz they were asked to 

form food chains present in the Wetland 

waters. The team with the maximum 

points and two food chains was declared 

the winner. The winning team was given 

a certificate and a dictionary (English to 

Hindi) for referencing. The students of 

Govt. Higher Secondary School, Nikkum, 

on the other hand, were asked to write 

an essay on the topic “A Day at the 

Wetlands”. The students were given 

pointers on writing a good essay and 

their work was critically evaluated. It is 

worth mentioning that a total of 41 

students from class VIII participated 

enthusiastically in this competition.  

 

World Wetlands Day: A series of presentations on wetlands were made in three 

schools - Government Middle School, Katangi, Government High School, 

Samnpaur, and Government Higher Secondary School, Nikkum. This was a 

prelude to celebrating the World Wetlands Day with an outdoor activity. The 

presentations aimed at creating interest and understanding about the wetlands, 

the threats faced and the importance of conserving the Wetlands. The 

presentation was primarily designed for students of  

classes VI to VIII, but even the primary students participated with a lot of 

interest.  

Competitions in schools 
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After the presentation, two short documentaries were also shown to the 

students which stressed on the importance of water and its conservation, 

especially the documentary Bund Bund Se Ghat Bhare, since it showed the 

different water conservation strategies adopted by people in various parts of 

the country. This was especially relevant as there is severe water scarcity faced 

by many villages here.  

On February 02th, the World Wetlands Day, 115 students accompanied by five 

teachers from three schools located in Katangi, Samnapur and Nikkum were 

taken on a trip to the nearby Bandhtola reservoir. The objective was to 

encourage students to see firsthand the link between different life-forms and 

their habitat in this wetland. The excursion concluded with a group photo and a 

pledge by the students, ‘Nam Bhumi Bachao, Jeevan Bachao’ (Save our land, 

save us). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

World Wetlands Day awareness programme in schools 

World Wetlands Day programme at Bandhatola wetland near KTR 
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World Water Week: In the honour of “World Water Week”, TCF conducted 

water testing programmes in four schools. The programme included a 

presentation at the target school followed by testing of water for fluorides. A 

total of 52 drinking water samples were tested for the presence of fluorides. 

The students of classes VI to VIII were told about the ill-effects of fluoride 

poisoning and they were given a basic training to test the water. The students 

were then encouraged to conduct tests on their own and also interpret the 

results, which was very much appreciated by them. They were happy to record 

that the levels of fluoride were below permissible limit. 

    

  

 

 

 

 

 

Wildlife Week: TCF conducted three programmes, namely, a debate, a poster 

making contest and a rally to mark this week. The rally was a huge hit with the 

villagers. It was inaugurated by Mr. H.S. Mohanta, the Deputy Director of KTR. 

The event was attended by 550 students from seven different schools. The rally 

covered three villages and ended at the village of Bheemlat, where the 

Sarpanch received it. The activity was widely reported by the local media. 

     

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

World Water Day activities in schools 

Wildlife Week competition and awareness rally 
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Village-level Awareness Programmes: As part of the wildlife awareness 

campaign, wildlife documentaries are 

featured in villages around KTR 

frequently from 6.30-9.30 pm. 

Documentaries like ‘Truth about 

Tigers’, ‘Vultures’, ‘Forest 

Conservation’ and ‘Born to be Wild’ 

are screened to raise awareness about 

the conservation of wildlife among the 

local communities that are largely 

dependent on the Kanha forest and its natural resources on their day to day 

living. 

 

Survey of villages located around Hindustan Copper Limited (HCL) 

During the month of October, a socio-economic survey of five villages, namely, 

Bhimjori, Chhinditola, Baurkhera, Pandrapani and Surzi was conducted. These 

villages are located around Hindustan Copper Limited (HCL), Malanjkhand, and 

were being considered for the pilot study for the Integrated Livelihood 

Development Programme (ILDP) with HCL.  The survey’s objective was to find 

out the problems faced by the local communities and feasibility of ILDP’s 

proposed activities. Additionally, the survey also aimed to find how the local 

community regarded HCL. Another survey of HCL mines, Malajkhand, was 

conducted to determine the impact of mining activities on adjoining forest and 

local communities. 

Eco Camp in collaboration with Madhya Pradesh Ecotourism Development 

Board (MPEDB): On June 21st, TCF coordinated and conducted ‘”Eco Camp” in 

collaboration with the Madhya 

Pradesh Ecotourism 

Development Board (MPEDB). 

The camp duration was of seven 

days and included various brain-

storming sessions and exercises 

with the students from different 

parts of Madhya Pradesh, 

namely, Indore, Mandla, 

Jabalpur, Harda and Narsinghpur. The participants were involved in group 

exercises ranging from poster campaigns to skits and poetry writing. 

 

Village awareness programme 

Eco Camp for students held jointly with MPEDB 
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SSUUSSTTAAIINNAABBLLEE  DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTT  AANNDD  LLIIVVEELLIIHHOOOODDSS  PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE 

Vocational Training Programme:  The first batch of the Basic Hospitality Course 

passed out this year. Since this is 

the first such course to be 

conducted in this area, many 

resorts including the Kanha Hotels 

and Resorts Association have 

shown an interest in recruiting the 

trainees. It is worth noting here 

that of this batch, six students who 

were chosen for spa training by 

Infinity Resort have already been 

absorbed by the resort at Kanha, Bandhavgarh and Corbett.  

The students showed keen enthusiasm and eagerness to learn and have 

expressed their willingness to be placed anywhere in the country after their 

training. The success of this training programme will go a long way in ensuring 

some degree of sustainable and alternate employment for the youth of this 

region. 

Solar Lanterns Project: TCF distributed solar-powered lanterns to five villages in 

the buffer zone of KTR such as Chichirangpur, Baigatola, Aramtola, Laltikra and 

Jaghratola, and plans to bring two more villages under this ambit in the next 

financial year. TCF believes in giving back to nature what is rightfully hers. So 

instead of indulging in mindless greed, it is better for us and for the generations 

to come if we think in terms of sustainable practices, one of them being solar 

power utilization.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocational Training Programme at MTC 

Solar Lanterns Project is implemented in five villages of Kanha 
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The Corbett Tola: Apart from the Medical and Training Center, TCF is also 

developing a piece of land, fondly named as the Corbett Tola, to demonstrate 

various sustainable development models to the local communities. This site will 

be showcased as an example of how a sustainable village should be run.  

The Corbett Tola (Tola means a hamlet) will also be the site for a Tribal Arts and 

Crafts Museum built using local material, a handicrafts sales counter operated 

by a Self Help Group (SHG) for products made by tribals, a butterfly garden, 

medicinal plants section, bamboo grove, plot for livestock fodder, organically 

grown vegetable, etc. There is also an artificial pond to demonstrate the 

importance of rainwater harvesting, all of which is managed and cared-for by an 

all–Baiga team.  

 

    

                                                                      

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wildlife Rescue Work: The wildlife division attends to call by nearby villages for 

rescue of snakes encountered by them. In the fiscal year, our team has rescued 

five snakes from different settlements. All these snakes were successfully 

released in the nearby forest areas. In addition to this, the team also rescued a 

cobra, a mongoose and a hare from a snake charmer at Bamhni. TCF informed 

the forest department which rescued the animals and also imposed a fine of 

Rs.2,000/- on the snake charmer. 

Corbett Tola pictures: (clockwise) Rainwater harvesting pond, baiga hut, tribal museum, 

organic garden 
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Boards to Create Awareness: Four different boards with conservation slogans 

were put up at different locations, like near schools and degraded forest 

patches. 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

Plantations and distribution of saplings: In the month of September, TCF 

planted saplings in four villages. This 

was done to promote greenery and 

habitat improvement of degraded buffer 

zone patches in and around villages. 

Additionally, TCF, along with Madhya 

Pradesh State Horticulture Department, 

distributed vegetable seeds to the 

people of Chichrangpur village. This was 

done to promote healthy eating habits and improve nutritional status of the 

Baigas, who depend entirely on their own produce or buy small amounts of 

vegetables and tubers from the market to feed their families. 

Kanha Handicraft Fair: In December 2011, the “Kanha Handicraft Fair” was 

organized by the Zila Panchyat 

Mandla, the Forest Department, and 

the Tribal department of MP. Mukki 

Eco Vikas, an SHG facilitated and 

promoted by TCF, hosted a stall 

where the local arts and crafts like 

lantana craft, bamboo articles and 

Gond paintings were sold. These 

unique articles impressed the Chief 

Executive Officer of the Fair so much that he waived the stall rent! This stall 

created a lot of interest locally and led to a large demand for the local 

handicrafts made by the local tribes. 

Boards installed in the buffer zone of KTR to spread awareness about wildlife 

Sapling distribution by TCF 

Participation in Kanha Handicraft Fair 
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Solar Power Plant at MTC: A solar power plant of 10 Kilowatt capacity was 

installed at the MTC with 50% NGO subsidy provided by the Madhya Pradesh 

Urja Vikas Nigam. This plant was installed in the month of December 2011. The 

plant has 50 plates of 200 watts with 60 batteries. The MTC now runs entirely 

on ‘green energy’.  

 

   

                                                                                   

                     

 

 

The solar power plant was inaugurated by Honourable MLA, Shri. Bhagat 

Netam. The event was attended by Mr. Prabhat Kanoje, Divisional Officer, Urja 

Vikas Nigam and Mr. Kedar Gore, Director, TCF. MP Urja Vikas Nigam felicitated 

TCF by conferring it with Akshay Urja Samman in recognition of its contribution 

in promoting alternative energy in Kanha area, a first-of-its-kind initiative by a 

non-governmental organisation! 

 

Popularising Tribal Art: TCF works closely with the local Gond tribal artists and 

helps in promoting Gond Tribal Art to its supporters and well-wishers. TCF hired 

several local Gond artists to depict their characteristic Gond paintings at the 

MTC. TCF also made t-shirts, calendars and greeting cards using the Gond 

paintings and helped the tribal artists to popularize their traditional art form. 

10 kilowatt solar power plant installed at MTC 

Gond paintings by tribal artists 
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Awareness 
13% 

Medical 
21% 

Wildlife 
19% 

Social Welfare 
17% 

Admin expenses 
18% 

Depreciation 
7% 

Programme-wise Expenditure in 2011-2012 

Awareness

Medical

Wildlife

Social Welfare

Admin & other exp

Depreciation

  
 

 

The Corbett Foundation supports its wide range of activities in Corbett, Kutch, 

Bandhavgarh and Kanha through the interest earned on the corpus fund. In addition, it 

receives donations and project grants from individual as well as corporate donors who 

share TCF’s vision and objectives.  

In 2011-2012, TCF had over Rs. 2.3 crores to be spent on its programmes at all its 

locations. TCF ensured that its funds were judiciously spent towards its programmes – 

Awareness (13%), Rural Medical Outreach (21%), Wildlife Conservation (19%) and Social 

Welfare, Cattle Care and Sustainable Development (17%). Around 18% was spent on 

administrative and other miscellaneous expenses and 7% was taken towards 

depreciation. TCF carried over Rs. 29 lakh to the Balance Sheet of 2012-2013. 

Given below is the pie chart showing the distribution of funds in 2011-2012. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

  SOURCES AND USAGE OF FUNDS 
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BBAALLAANNCCEE  SSHHEEEETT  22001111--22001122  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BALANCE SHEET AS AT MARCH 31, 2012 

PARTICULARS AS AT 30.03.12 AS AT 31.03.11 

SOURCES OF FUND   

Corpus Fund 203,300,029 196,893,652 

 203,300,029 196,893,652 

APPLICATION OF FUND   

Fixed Assets 24,565,997 23,537,123 

Less: Depreciation 1,482,364 1,280,691 

 23,083,633 22,256,432 

CURRENT ASSETS, LOANS & ADVANCES   

Cash and Bank Balance 172,287,510 172,403,415 

Other Current Assets 9,477,791 2,982,515 

 181,765,301 175,385,930 

Less: Current Liabilities 1,548,905 748,710 

Net Current Assets 180,216,396 174,637,220 

 203,300,029 196,893,652 
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IINNCCOOMMEE  AANNDD  EEXXPPEENNDDIITTUURREE  SSTTAATTEEMMEENNTT  22001111--22001122  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE AS AT MARCH 31, 2012 

PARTICULARS 2011-2012 2010-2011 

INCOME   

Donations, grants and contributions 6,577,071 6,233,659 

Interest on bank deposits and savings account 16,775,045 17,440,936 

Balances written back  / Miscellaneous Income --  (9,925) 

TOTAL 23,352,116 23,664,670 

EXPENDITURE   

Awareness / Education Programmes 2,718,773 1,384,877 

Rural Medical Outreach Programmes 4,197,062 3,853,268 

Wildlife Programmes 3,902,541 4,176,610 

Social Welfare Programmes 3,469,581 2,982,940 

Administrative and other expenses 4,675,419 2,960,739 

Depreciation 1,482,364 1,280,691 

TOTAL 20,445,740 16,639,125 

Excess of Income over expenditure  2,906,376 7,025,545 

Balance carried over to Balance Sheet  2,906,376 7,025,545 
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First and foremost, The Corbett Foundation would like to express its deepest gratitude 

to the Conservation Corporation of India Pvt. Ltd. (CCIPL) for its generous and valuable 

contribution towards the corpus fund that enables the Foundation to take up 

programmes and fulfill its objectives. The Corbett Foundation would also like to thank 

Infinity Resorts in Corbett, Kutch, Bandhavgarh and Kanha for providing the 

infrastructural support. The Corbett Foundation is grateful to the help and support 

extended by the employees of CCIPL and Infinity Resorts from time to time. 

We cannot thank enough all the ‘Friends of TCF’ who over the years have extended their 

whole-hearted support to TCF. We also wish to place on record our fruitful 

collaborations with national and international organisations and forest departments 

whom we work with in the States of Uttarakhand, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. 

The following donors and well wishers extended their valuable support to The Corbett 

Foundation in 2011-2012.  

S.No. Donor INR Funds Foreign Funds Purpose of Donation 

 Corpus    

1 Bombay Gow Rakshak Trust 2,500,000  Corpus 

2 Phoenix Distributors Pvt. Ltd. 500,000  Corpus 

3 Conservation Corporation of India Pvt. 

Ltd. 

500,000  Corpus 

 Donations (above INR 10,000)    

4 Virat Industries Ltd. 15,000  Support to the victim of 

tiger attack 

5 Bulwark Storage 50,000  Plantation of native 

species in Kutch 

6 V. V. Mariwala & Smt. K. V. Mariwala 

Charitable Trust 

100,000  RMOP work in Kutch 

7 Mr. Ramesh Mathurdas Thakkar  20,000  General 

8 Mrs. Beena Sanghi 11,000  General 

9 Mr. Dilip Khatau  100,000  General 

  PARTNERS IN CONSERVATION 
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10 Bombay Gow Rakshak Trust 2,500,000  Cattle Care Programme 

11 Mr. and Mrs. Jagdish Thackersey 10,000  General 

12 Mr. and Mrs. Mahendra Khatau 10,000  General 

13 J D Jones and Co. 11,000  General 

14 Mrs. Kavi Gupta 10,000  General 

15 Mrs. Sheela Bulchandani 20,000  General 

16 Ms. Bakul Khatau and Ms. Shweta 

Mohapatra 

25,000  General 

17 Mr. and Mrs. Darius Udwadia 100,000  General 

18 Mr. and Mrs. Dilip Goculdas 10,000  General 

19 Mr. and Mrs. Anil Hirjee 100,000  General 

20 Morarji Mulraj Khatau Memorial Trust 50,000  General 

21 Mr. Narendra Ghuwlewala 11,000  General 

22 WWF India 1,621,470  Interim Relief Scheme 

23 World Memorial Fund 21,000  TB Eradication 

Programme in Corbett 

24 Mr. Vijaysinh Bhosale 28,001  General 

25 Ms. Nayna Pasta 20,000  General 

26 E-Pac International, UK 179,175           GBP 2500 Mahseer Conservation 

27 E-Pac International, UK 181,588 GBP 2500 Mahseer Conservation 

28 Ms. Aela Callaghan 29,520 USD 600 Tiger Conservation 

29 Pavillion Foundation 969,000 SGD 25000 Tiger Conservation 

30 Other donations (less than INR 

10,000) 

374,317  General 

 TOTAL donations other than 

Corpus 

6,577,071   
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The year 2011-2012 has been a busy one for The Corbett Foundation (TCF). It 

established the Medical and Training Centre in Kanha and expanded the scope of its 

programmes here. Our divisions in Corbett, Bandhavgarh and Kutch too underwent 

restructuring of staff, infrastructure and infusion of fresh ideas and interventions in the 

activities - our programmes grew stronger and the outreach increased manifold. 

It has been a very satisfactory journey for TCF in the last 18 years. From a modest 

beginning in 1994, TCF has grown into an organisation of international repute with over 

50-strong force of its dedicated employees working very hard to achieve its objectives. 

There have been important milestones that TCF reached – from successfully initiating 

the Interim Relief Scheme (Cattle Compensation Programme) to establishing the only 

one-of-its-kind Centre on Global Warming in Corbett, from Habitat Restoration to Rain-

water Harvesting projects in Kutch, from Snake Rescue Helpline to Solar Lanterns 

Project in Bandhavgarh and from Health and Wildlife Awareness programmes to 

establishing of a Medical and Training Centre in Kanha. 

Yet, a lot needs to be done. Our team has planned meticulously for 2012-2013 and is all 

geared up to embark on our journey in the next financial year. TCF as an organisation 

would like to increase its scope to include Livelihoods Programme as one of its major 

programme areas from 2012-2013 onwards. Under this programme, we wish to include 

vocational training to tribals and forest-dependent communities, initiatives to 

demonstrate responsible tourism and reduce the dependency on our forests by 

promoting the formation of Self Help Groups and entrepreneurship among the forest 

communities. 

TCF plans to collaborate with the central and state governments, national and 

international organisations on the issues concerning the welfare of wildlife, 

environment and people. We are looking forward to support from like-minded 

corporates that share TCF’s vision of a harmonious co-existence between human beings 

and wildlife. 

We have always valued the feedback from our donors, supporters and well wishers 

about our programmes. Please do continue to be in touch with us through our Facebook 

page and blog. You can also send in your comments and suggestions at 

info@corbettfoundation.org.  

Looking forward to your valuable support and appreciation in 2012-2013. 

The CorbettFoundation 
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The Corbett Foundation is registered under the Delhi Public Trust Act, No. 183/94-95 dated 

20.07.1994 w.e.f. 18.05.1994 and the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 1976 under 

registration No. 231650853. Donations to The Corbett Foundation are tax-exempt u/s 80-G 

of the Income Tax Act, 1961. 
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